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The Eastern Kentucky University summer session
offers educational opportunities to many who cannot
attend during the regular term. An extensive offering
of undergraduate, graduate level, and special workshop
and institute courses will be offered. For further
information write the Dean of Admissions.
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Photo highlights of the contents adorn
this issue's cover. From left, the pictures
catch the excitement of a Homecoming
booster; Governor Carroll and Henry
Stratton laying the cornerstone of the
Stratton Building; our Paraded alumni,
Lillie Chaffin, Wally Chambers and
Sedley Stewart, and the color guard of
the Nation's largest ROTC unit.
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Notes . . . From The Editor's Desk
Two of the featured articles in this
issue of the Alumnus spotlight two as-
pects of the University of which every
Eastern graduate can be justly proud.
Since law enforcement education was
begun at Eastern about a decade ago, the
University has been among the nation's
leading institutions in what was then a
fledgling academic field. Since law en-
forcement education's humble beginnings
here as the only such academic program
in the Eastern United States between
Michigan and Florida, the field has broad-
ened to many other campuses.
Eastern, a pioneer in the field, has
continued to grow in state, regional, and
national prestige, culminated this past
summer with dedication of the $6.5
million law enforcement, fire science and
traffic safety center. Considered a na-
tional model for law enforcement educa-
tion facilities, it makes Eastern the only
campus in America to boast a center
devoted exclusively for law enforcement
and criminal justice research and
instruction.
And, alumni can also take special pride
in the fact that the fall's ROTC enroll-
ment of 1,490 cadets placed Eastern's as
the largest military science enrollment in
the nation and territories.
Second place fell to the three-campus
University of Puerto Rico, and Eastern's
total bested the combined Army ROTC
enrollments of all other Kentucky
institutions.
Credit for this position of prominence,
according to ROTC officials, should go to
the fine relationship the University has
maintained with the ROTC program dur-
ing its 40 years on the EKU campus.
Eastern has always taken pride in its
ROTC program and even during the late
1960's and early '70's, when the military
was low in prestige, the University never
buckled in its support of the program.
No doubt as a result of this and other
factors, including the College of Law
Enforcement, Eastern was selected in
1972 as one of ten institutions in a pilot
program admitting women to ROTC, and
the next year as only one of two institu-
tions to offer a branch material program
for the Military Police Corps.
EKU Alumni should also be interested
in the fact that the University's enroll-
ment continues to grow both in terms of
numbers and in the geographic represen-
tation of the student body.
This fall's record of 1 3,430 students, a
6.8 per cent increase above the previous
year, represented all 120 Kentucky coun-
ties, 41 states, the District of Columbia,
the Panama Canal Zone and 26 countries.
President Martin credits Eastern's con-
tinued growth to "our commitment to
develop academic programs that fit the
modern needs of both young and adiilt
students."
The enrollment figures showed lit
the freshman class with an increasepf
532 students to 4,815 was the arealif
biggest increase. Women outnumbed
men for the first time in recent year'-
6,769 to 6,661 — and the percentageiif
out-of-state students remained at 1
percent. EKiSi
f
Wanted: One pot-bellied stove, wh
poker and coal bucket; old school dejs
and other items to equip an autherjc
one-room school.
j
Mindful of its historic mission |f
teacher education and of the promimt
place held by the one-room school in le
history of public education in Kentuclr,
Eastern is issuing a call for assistare
from its alumni and friends for dozens
authentic items to furnish a one-roip
schoolhouse being reconstructed on lie
campus as a museum.
The schoolhouse, donated to the U-
versity by the Eli Sparks family of Esl
County, is being restored by universe
personnel to serve as a remembrance f
the period at the turn of the centii/
when Eastern was founded as a sti;
normal school (1906) to prepare teachjs
for the schools of Kentucky.
|
"The one-room school will serve a^i
kind of museum in which the memor^
of this period of the development f
public education can be preserved," I
Martin said.
"It is essential, I think" Presided
Martin said, "that every important peri'
I
in the history of educational progress
preserved." He added that the one-rocli
school will be of significant interest
many thousands of persons, includi
modern college and high school studeri
and teachers.
No appropriated funds will be used
the restoration of the school, except tl
use of University maintenance personn
in its reconstruction. It will stand on tl
south portion of the EKU campus, ne
the Stateland Dairy Center.
A list of the type of items beir
solicited appears on page 44 of t(j
magazine. Donors of items will be appri
priately recognized in the restored onl
room school house.
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HISTORY ON PARADE
H
omecoming '75 was to have been
"History On Parade", and the
thousands who returned for it
/ere hoping that history would hold
ipecial things for them.
For Roy Kidd and the football Colo-
lels, they were hoping that history
vouldn't repeat itself. Western had
Deaten Eastern for six consecutive years
ind the gridders weren't anxious to have
ihe string extended.
I For returning alumni, history was to
)e revived with the arrival of old faces
,nade a bit unfamiliar with time, and the
i;oming home to a campus which had
;hanged drastically over the last decade.
For the game, history was made as
.iome 24,000 witnessed the OVC rivalry,
|fie largest crowd ever to see two confer-
.ince foes do battle.
I
Even in the Homecoming Queen com-
'etition two precedents were set. A rec-
|)rd number of 56 pre-candidates ap-
|)eared on the ballot for the campus-wide
Section, and the first Black coed, Marilyn
3abney, was crowned queen at pre-game
;eremonies.
But the most urgent "historical" event
featured the immovable force against the
irresistible object.
It was to have been Western's defense
against Eastern's offense, but after the
first 10 minutes of the game, it was
defense against defense.
The stage had been set. Both teams
had lofty national rankings . . . and both
had dreams of post season play and
future success.
Ticket sales mounted and two days
before the game, all seats had been sold.
It was SOME game ... a game that
symbolized the kind of week it was for
students, faculty, alumni and friends of
Eastern.
It had been six years since the Kidd
Colonels had won over their rivals from
Bowling Green. Western sported the
stingiest defense in the conference (52
yards per game) while Eastern led the
league in offense (398 yards per game).
But, it was Eastern's defense that
stoled the show as they shook off a first
quarter score by Western to hold the
Hilltoppers at bay for the last three
quarters while intercepting three passes.
During the same period, the EKU offense
gained 21 2 yards rushing.
The action was brutal and the injury
list reflected the fire and brimstone play.
Eastern's freshman tailback, Scott
McCallister, rushed for 100 yards and
dislocated his collarbone, while All-
American Everett "Poo Loo" Talbert
re-injured an ankle that had kept him out
of much of the season's action.
By Ron G. Wolfe
Assistant Director ofAlumni Affairs.
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Homecoming preparation ranged
from the patient painting of stars for
a float (top left) or the laborious
stuffing of pom poms in the usual
chicken wire (top right, bottom
right) to the more feverish pep rally
(bottom left) held on Friday evening
at the Begley Building.
For Western, the final casualty list was
even more costly. Quarterback Bill Smith,
and Ray Henderson and Larry Deweese
of the sterling defensive unit were lost for
the season as was McCallister.
What did it all mean?
"EVERYthing EveryTHING!" accord-
ing to EKU defensive noseguard Junior
Hardin.
Much of the preparation for the day
and the game was the same as in past
years. For six days, students jovially
participated in the annual warehouse
"napkinthon" . . . pushing pom poms and
awaiting their Saturday morning flutter
down Lancaster Avenue.
Brave undergrads fought mid-term
exams and homecoming mania at the
same time to ready some 17 floats for
their shining hour.
On Friday the "official" kickoff for
the big weekend took place with a bon-
fire and pep rally that vented and created
more emotion for the weekend. The
campus was caught up in the intensity of
the game and the meaning of homecom-
ing.
History and beauty were both on.
parade at the annual Homecoming Dance
on Friday evening. Red, white, and blue
decorations turned the Keen Johnson,
Ballroom into a history lesson. As the'
likes of John F. Kennedy and Martin
Luther King looked on from hand made
portraits, dancing underclassmen bopped
in anticipation and took a formal look at
the 15 queen finalists. Sherry Moore, '75,|
the 1974 queen took time out from herl
nursing duties in Dayton, Ohio, to return
for the dance pageantry and crown her
successor the next day.
A pleasant surprise of the evening was
the band, Celebrity Ball, who added their
own kind of special notes to the weekend
production.
While the celebrators danced away the
evening in the Keen Johnson Building,
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The Friday night dance featured
Celebrity Ball (top right) while
the Saturday morning parade fea-
tured some familiar faces such as
the Shriners (top left) and the
clowns (bottom right). Floats like
the covered wagon (bottom left)
emphasized the theme, "History
on Parade."
late napkins were getting stuffed into the
same old chicken wire in the warehouse
and on various dormitories around
campus.
The pace quickened Saturday morn-
ing. The weather hesitated to ruin the day
although the mist hung in the air like
damp smoke and threatened to turn into
rain. The day was too perfect . . . the
weather didn't dare.
Some 57 units took to the streets for
the parade. The Grand Marshall, Dr. H. H.
LaFuze, and his wife led the way in a
sleek gray Continental convertible. The
Marching Maroons stepped a bit higher in
fancy new uniforms.
The bands clicked along with shivering
majorettes . . . the Lexettes twirling
squad featured little ladies who didn't
look old enough to twirl rattlers, let along
batons, but they had chucked their
perambulators for the glamour of the
hour.
The Shriners roared around in their
sporty little vehicles . . . they were as
daring as ever . . . the clowns threw candy
The queen candidates rode in their
usual convertibles and waved to the lines
along the route . . . spats and white shoes
. . . and blisters . . . and pageantry . . . and
no rain.
The judges rated the Baptist Student
Union's "Hang It Up Western!" as the
winning float for originality and Kappa
Delta and Beta Theta Pi's "Hall Of
Presidents" the winner in the beauty
category. In dorm decorations, Telford
Hall won the beauty while McGregor
took honors for their originality.
It was, indeed, history on parade as
the old enthusiasm was spiced with
thoughts of THE GAME.
Even as the parade moved along its
familiar route, alumni were registering in
Walnut Hall and searching for familiar
faces. Members of the 1965 and 1970
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classes were having reunions and many
spent the morning greeting their class-
mates.
They came from around the country.
From the 1965 class, Melva )o Armstrong
came from Sacramento, California, while
Ron McCormack came from a California
closer to home in Kentucky . . . )udith
Leach Caufield came from Renton, Wash-
ington, lesse Hale from Ypsilanti, Michi-
gan, and Roger Lee Mitchell received a
gift for traveling the greatest distance; he
came from Honolulu, Hawaii.
It was fun time where old friends like
Charlie Wells and Beverly |o Keith
Logterman could recall those nutty days
before maturity set in.
Fewer returned from the 1970 class,
but they came from great distances also
to be reunited. )o Ann and Russ Snod-
grass came from Charlottesville, Virginia,
Joyce Crossfield Graening from Fayette-
ville, Arkansas, Steve Huntsberger from
Clarion, Pennsylvania, and Mr. and Mrs.
Dudley Goodlette from Naples, Florida,
who were recognized for having travelled
the greatest distance.
In the meantime, a more formal cei
mony was taking place at the John
Rowletl Building, a new health educalii
and services building presently under cc
struction. Dr. Rowlett, Vice President f
Academic Affairs, and Congressman Ti
Lee Carter, Representative from the 5
District, were honored during cornersto
ceremonies. The health services part
the structure is to be named for Carter.
Come 1976, the old "infirmary" in t
basement of Sullivan Hall is scheduled
move into its sparkling new quarters
the Rowlett Building.
Countdown continued as alum
walked around the campus amid ill
beauty of autumn. Some resorted
'
driving to the far reaches of unfamili
domain ... the Law Enforcement Traflj
Safety Center . . . the intramural fiel'
Old Dan'l sported an 'E' mum as he welcomed
homecomers (top) who attended the corner-
stone ceremonies for the John D. Rowlett
Building (left) as Dr. Rowlett, Vice President
for Academic Affairs, left, applies mortar to the
stone with Dr. Robert R. Martin, EKU presi-
dent, and Representative Tim Lee Carter, right,
for whom the health facilities in the building
will be named. The annual buffet luncheon
(right) was the most delicious part of the day.
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. . there simply wasn't time to hoof it.
All the activity created big appetites
for the annual buffet in the Johnson
Ballroom. Larry Martin and his food
services staff always prepare some of the
;most artistic creations that are elegantly
edible.
Their luscious spread included ornate
bouquets made from potatoes, carrots,
lettuce and endive. Boiled eggs with
touches of olives and carrot pieces be-
came little penquins.
Pineapple peacocks strutted on both
.tables while a huge flag cake was flanked
by what seemed like hundreds of desserts.
The Blue Room had become a gallery
of culinary art. Some took snapshots as if
a look later might succeed in making
.mouths water. Most, however, simply
took time to feast on a homecoming
tradition that was by far the most deli-
cious part of the day.
The day continued to click with time-
ly cadence. The pre-game . . . the queen.
Fifteen finalists had been narrowed in
a campus-wide election from some 56
entries representing various organizations.
They had been through practice for the
15 minute coronation, a nerve-racking
interview with the judges, and a formal
dance presentation where they were scru-
tinized by judges and peers.
The band arrived late, still sporting
new uniforms although they had waited
to see whether the mist would finally
turn to rain. It didn't, they gambled in
their new duds, and the events moved on.
When the big moment came, a chic
sophomore from Lexington, Marilyn
Dabney, was named the 1975 Homecom-
ing Queen . . . there were the usual
pictures . . . the kisses . . . the red roses
for a happy lady.
Tickets were at a premium ... E
mums went like popcorn . . . the stadium
overflowed to the bank in the end zone.
The stage was set for THE GAME.
Whether it was the exuberant spirit of
students (top right), the more somber mood
of the older generation (top left), or the
radiant smile of the new queen (bottom
left), the record-setting crowd (bottom left),
made Homecoming '75 a day to remember.
Eastern I 3—Western 7.
Some seemed surprised that the six-
year drought of losing to Western had
ended. More were surprised that the rain
had waited.
Mother Nature was l<ind . . . The Colo-
nels' defense made the big plays . . . they
were the toast of the post-game celebra-
tions. What else could go right? Perhaps it
was the return of warm sunshine and blue
skies on Sunday.
History had indeed paraded by and
left a great many memories to be shared
in future fun.
Roy Kidd will remember beating the
eventual OVC co-champs and Division II
playoff participant - and wonder how his
own talented aggregation managed to let
the crown slip away after one year's wear.
Reunion classes may anticipate more
times together during Alumni Weel<ends
in the years ahead.
Students in winning dorms and org.
zations will have their trophies to rem
them of the most exciting homecomin;
many years . . . the queen winners tl
silver bowls long after their E mums h
disintegrated.
For the thousands who participatec
any number of ways, Homecoming
was the kind of history that makes
student — or graduate - want to go b,
to school.
The many facets of Homecoming are reflected
in the intensity of Coach Kidd's instructions to
quarterback Ernie House (top left), the more
nostalgic halftlme show (top right, bottom
left), and later in the evening, a spirited concert
with Dave Loggins (bottom left).
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1965 Class
)W 1: (from left) Ruth Ann Adams, Clydia Case Garnett, Samuel
rong, )r., |esse lames Hale, Sharon Dickson Afterkirk, Nuna Hollo-
ly Basler, Patricia Wellman Wheeler and Erian E. Wheeler. Row 2:
vin McGlasson, Sponsor; Pete Wolfjnbarger, Ken Moberly, Ron
pCormick, Janet Johnson Herbert, Diane Keith Kolar, Brenda Adding-
n Drane and Donna Hibbard Elliott. Row 3: Sharon Foster Gardner,
|l Dun, Ken Tate, Bill Brown, Ray Herbert, Ken Drane, Sandra Gor-
/ and Diane Taylor Sanders. Row 4: Merle Casada Motley, Patsy
llian Rose, Denton P. Ping, Ron Waike, Norma Ott Buehmer, Rick
Laughlin, Charles Burch, and Laura Nicholson Baker. Row 5: Emma
Delk Reams, E. Kendall Roy, Linda Bradley Roy, Bill Eddins, Ron
Cosby and Carl Hurley. Row S'/i: James White and Bev Logterman.
Row 6: Judi Leach Caufield, Genie Hatch Jett, Patricia Keller Rolfert,
Melva Kirby Armstrong, Doug Anglin, Bill Baker and Lee Stratton
Baker. Row 7: Bill Bohaning, Nelson Hager, Jr., Jim McCoskey, Roger
Lee Mitchell, Sandy Banks Hainz, Emma Sue Noland and Jelana Saun-
ders. Row 8: Gerald N. Johnson and Charles Wells.
1970 Class
iw 1: (from left) Ralph H. Stigall, Gayle Mines, Terry Risner, J.
Jdley Goodlette and Eugene L. Stokes. Row 2: Charlene Baldinger,
•yce Crossfield Graening, Diana Boswell Hilvers, Robert Wartschlager,
d W. David Mathis. Row 3: Brent Shadwick, Linda Barth Magee, Tina
Denton Royalty, Nancy Evans and Wayne Patterson. Row 4: Randy
Zachritz, John S. Mumme, Martin Upchurch and Mary Sue Campbell.
Row 5: Brad Hargrove, Jack Conte and Larry Morgan.
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By DOUG WHITLOCK
|
Director of Public Information
EASTERN
UNVEILS A
NATIONAL
MODEL
STRATTON POSEY STONE • LEACH
THE LAW ENFORCEMENT,
FIRE SCIENCE, AND
TRAFFIC SAFETY CENTER
The Henry D. Stratton Building, the Leslie H. Leach Driving Range and the training lake
compose the physical plant of the new Law Enforcement, Fire Science and Traffic Safety
Center.
Bob Posey remembers well the even
of ten years ago. It was then, in Januai,
1966, that Eastern Kentucky Univers
began its program in law enforceme;
education.
Posey, who was the commander of t|!
Kentucky State Police Academy, came ji
Richmond as a part-time faculty memtj"
to teach Eastern's first law enforceme(;
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class. Forty-seven students enrolled and
assembled in Gibson 12, a classroom
"borrowed" from the industrial educa-
tion and technology programs.
Today Bob Posey sits in the chair of
the Dean of Eastern's College of Law
Enforcement, housed in the newest aca-
demic building on campus. It's the Henry
D. Stratton Building, the main building of
a $6.5 million Law Enforcement, Fire
Science and Traffic Safety Center that
the University dedicated this summer and
opened for the fall semester.
And, from those original 47 students.
Eastern's program in law enforcement
education has grown to become the most
heavily enrolled block of courses on the
EKU campus, with some 2,200 majors
this year. These students are enrolled in
20 academic programs.
Governor Julian Carroll and Vice Presi-
dent for Academic Affairs John D. Row-
lett (both speeches reproduced in this
feature) spoke at the dedication cere-
monies opening the structure and honor-
ing the men for whom various compo-
nents of the complex are named.
The University dedicated four major
facilities of the center including the main
structure, the Henry D. Stratton Building,
the Robert W. Posey Auditorium, the
Robert Clark Stone Fitness Center and
the Leslie H. Leach Driving Range.
The facilities are named for Henry D.
Stratton, a Pikeville attorney and member
of the EKU Board of Regents; Posey,
Robert Clark Stone, commissioner of the
Kentucky Department of Justice's Bureau
of Training, which will be housed in the
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THE LAW ENFORCEMENT,
FIRE SCIENCE, AND
TRAFFIC SAFETY CENTER
center, and Leslie H. Leach, former direc-
tor of EKU's Traffic Safety Institute.
EKU President Robert R. Martin, who
presided at the dedication, is quick to
point out that Eastern made its commit-
ment to law enforcement training before
federal funding became available through
the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration.
At the time. Eastern was offering the
only college level law enforcement course
in Kentucky, in fact, the only one be-
tween Michigan and Florida.
Text of Remarks by
GOVERNOR
JULIAN
CARROLL
This is a proud day for all of us,
those who have translated their vision
into the concrete and glass reality we
dedicate today, deserve the thanks of all
of us who seek a safer society.
Those who we honor - Henry Strat-
ton, Robert Posey, Robert Clark Stone,
and Leslie Leach — justly deserve a
tribute to their dedication and service to
law enforcement and law enforcement
education.
Gentlemen, I not only salute you for
this magnificent tribute, I also thank you
on behalf of all Kentuckians for the
service you have rendered to the
commonwealth.
Kentucky - as one of the 50 United
States - shares in most of the good and
the bad of the nation. This is particularly
so in the current crime wave.
Slightly more than a month ago, the
President, in a special message to the
Congress, sketched a dismal picture of
crime in our society. Every day and
every night, the "brutal violence" that
makes us afraid of one another and
fearful of going out at night is increasing.
Statistics prove that all crime trends
are up. Since 1961, the rate for serious
crimes has more than doubled. In one
year, from 1973 to 1974, it jumped
1 7%.
In the last 14 years, in this nation,
violent crimes have increased even more
sharply. Robberies are up 255%, rape
143%, aggravated assault 153% and mur-
der 106%.
Sociologists have long pointed to the
parallels between high crime rates and
the urban centers of America. It now
seems that suburbs and rural America are
playing an alarming game of catch-up.
The rate of increase in the suburbs is up
20% over last year, and in rural areas it is
up 21%.
This is not the first time we Ameri-
cans have been shocked by the breadth
and depth of crime. In the later years of
the last century, sudden prosperity, im-
migration and discontent following the
Civil War produced many crime waves.
Just 1 20 years ago. New York's gang
population numbered 30,000. Chicago's
saloonkeepers were robbed on the aver-
age of every three-to-four days. Innocent
gas-meter readers were shot by fright-
ened homeowners. Newspapers claimed
that too many six-year-old boys were
roaming the streets armed with knives
and guns, the mayor of Chicago urged
his constituents to strap revolvers out-
side their clothing.
As the south and the west were
settled by men and women from the
eastern cities, differences were more
commonly settled by the gun or by the
hangman. Taming the wilderness was
accomplished by a violent push. This,
and the justification for it, has created
one of the world's highest rated of
violent crime.
Kentucky shares in this legacy. It is a
heritage in which there is no pride.
Serious crimes rose by almost 22%
last year. More than 92,000 major crimes
were reported during the 1974 calendar
year.
This means that nearly one out of
every thirty-five Kentuckians were vic-
tims of one or more of the following
seven major crimes: murder, rape, aggra-
vated assault, robbery, breaking and en-
tering, larceny, or auto theft.
According to the latest Uniform
Crime Report I received from the State
Department of justice, larceny thefts
and burglaries have sky rocketed to an
alarming degree in Kentucky.
Of the 92,000 major crimes reported
over a twelve month period, larceny
thefts and burglaries account for 76,000,
or more than 80%, of the total crime
reported and have increased by as much
as 29% over the previous year in the
state as a whole. In some of our coun-
ties, these two crimes have increased by
as much as 56%.
These statistics point to a serious
problem of epidemic proportions. As the
chief magistrate of Kentucky, 1 have
taken initiatives to stem the tide of this
epidemic.
Within the framework of Kentucky
government, we have initiated a Cri,
Prevention Program. It is designed k
harden the target and to reduce l
climate for crime throughout
commonwealth.
The Office for Crime Prevention h
been established within the Kenluc
Department of Justice. Assisting all I
enforcement agencies in implement!;
crime prevention programs is the ma
task of this office.
The Governor's Task Force on Crii
Prevention has been asked to draft
model burglary security code to
considered by the 1976 Gene
Assembly.
Through eight operations, all
which will be highly publicized, eve
Kentuckian can join in our conquest
crime. All of us have a responsibility
ourselves and to our fellow citizens
conduct our lives and to maintain o
property in such a manner as will d
courage — and therefore prevent
crime.
Operations such as identification
personal belongings, crime reportir
home and business security, neighbc
hood alerts, locking our cars and pocki
ing the ke"ys, fraud control and persorj
defense security can make our neighbt
hoods, homes, businesses, farms - o
lives - safe and secure against crime.
Our dedicated law enforcement c
fleers cannot be expected to carry tH
burden alone. They need, deserve arj
will receive the help of every citizen
this commonwealth.
It is obvious to those here on thj
grand occasion that many Kentuckia^
are ready and willing to mobilize again
the dreaded epidemic of crime.
As we dedicate this Law Enforc
ment Center, we prove to Kentucky
Law Enforcement Officers that they ai|
not alone, how fortunate we are ij
dedicate these facilities at a time whe
they are so needed.
Kentucky's favorite son — and Ame|
ica's most revered president — asked th,j
"reverence for the law . . . become tf
political religion of the nation."
Abraham Lincoln's words wer
spoken in that crime wave of the precec
ing century. We today, engulfed in
rising wave of crime, must heed h
charge.
If we fail to do so, this wave coul
drown everything in which we believe.
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Since the beginning of federal aid for
law enforcement programs in late 1966,
Eastern has received several important
grants that have been among the keys to
the program's success.
Among these were:
The first grant in the nation, in 1966,
for the purpose of developing a college
level law enforcement program.
Another "first" grant in September,
1966, to establish a minimum statewide
standards and training council for police-
men. This began the cycle that has
resulted with today's Bureau of Training.
In 1970, Eastern received the first
funds for graduate fellowships to prepare
college teachers of law enforcement.
In 1972, a grant was received to plan
the center which will be opened this year.
And, Eastern has been designated and
funded by the LEAA as one of seven
institutions forming a nation-wide con-
sortium for graduate level criminal justice
research and education.
The academic programs that are
housed in the new center follow a career
ladder concept that allows the student to
move without loss of credit from asso-
ciate to baccalaureate to graduate level
curricula.
Programs conducted by the Bureau of
Training include training for police of-
ficers, judges and corrections officials.
The college of Law Enforcement of-
fers two certification programs, six asso-
ciate of arts degrees, five bachelor of
science programs, a Master of Science
degree in Criminal Justice with six op-
tions, and a cooperative doctoral
Henry D. Stratton, Governor Julian Carroll and President Martin apply
mortar to the cornerstone of the Henry D. Stratton Building, main
structure in the Law Enforcement, Fire Science, and Traffic Safety
Center.
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program.
The curricula are organized into four
academic departments: Police Adminis-
tration, Correctional Services, Traffic
Safety Institute and Fire Prevention and
Control. In addition, EKU is one of seven
institutions designated by the Law En-
forcement Assistance Administration to
comprise a national consortium in grad-
uate level criminal justice research and
education.
These programs in the College of Law
Enforcement and the Bureau of Training
of the State Department of Justice, which
have been sharing the Robert B. Begley
Building with the departments of Physical
Education and Military Science, now have
an academic home of their own.
The center, located a quarter of a mile
south of the main campus in Richmond,
has been called a national model for law
enforcement and traffic safely education.
"Nowhere in America, or for that matter
in the world, do I know of a comparable
facility on a college or university campus
devoted exclusively to law enforcement
A UNIVERSITY
AND ITS QUEST FOR EXCELLENCE
DR. JOHN
ROWLETT
Governor Carroll, President Martin,
members of the Board of Regents and
distinguished honorees and special
guests. I would begin by reminding all of
us that public institutions of higher
education, with all of their complexities
and with their diverse missions and goals,
and whatever else they may be, are first
and foremost creatures of the people and
they exist to serve the people. This truth
is fundamental in its simplicity, pointed
in its direction, and clear in its guidance.
Eastern Kentucky University is in fact
and by law a creature of the Common-
wealth, and in keeping with its statutory
authority, is committed to a continuing
guest for excellence in service to the
Commonwealth and its citizens. The
most persistent question which we ask
ourselves is "How can we improve the
quality and breadth of our programs to
be of better service to Kentuckians, to
enrich and enhance their lives, and to
further the development of the Com-
monwealth?" This question, I am sure,
was on President Martin's mind when he
proposed to the Board of Regents In
March of 1965, more than ten years ago,
a plan for the academic organization of
the institution that would preserve our
traditional commitments to the arts and
sciences, business, and education, but at
the same time would place the institu-
tion in a position to respond to new and
emerging needs in fields relating to tech-
nical, health, and public service occupa-
tions. In essence this new organization
stated that we ought to strengthen exist-
ing programs but that we should do
more, much more, to meet the obvious
needs of Kentucky and the rising aspira-
tions of Kentuckians. Our quest for
excellence then would not be one of
emulating and imitating the large re-
search universities of this nation. Rather,
we sought another model, one that was
oriented to service, to the needs of
young, college age Kentuckians, and to
those would be students who were not
so young. We blended the traditional and
the non-traditional in our model and we
sought out the often neglected and
overlooked adults and provided pro-
grams for them both on campus and in
their home communities. There is no real
mystery to this sense of direction if you
accept the premise that we exist to serve
the people of this Commonwealth.
This then, is the setting for Eastern-
Kentucky University's commitment to
education and training programs for law
enforcement personnel. With the strong
encouragement of Colonel Bassett and
others in the Kentucky State Police, we
began, ten years ago this month, to build
our programs. We saw in this undertak-
ing the same type of challenge that was
faced by Eastern Kentucky State Normal
School in 1906 in the preparation of
teachers, and we were right. We found
that between Michigan and Florida there
was an absolute void in college level
programs in law enforcement. And we
set about to fill this void. We began our
collegiate program with a single class in
January of 1966 with 47 students and a
part-time instructor. By way of contrast,
in the 1974 fall semester we offered 79
classes on campus and fifty classes in
communities throughout the Common-
wealth with over 2,000 individual stu-
dents receiving instruction. From 47
students to more than 2,000;from a
single class to 129 clases — and all of this
in a ten year period. Along the way we
accumulated a string of firsts — we
received the first grant in the nation
from the U.S. Department of justice to
develop a college level program, we
became the first institution to receive
graduate fellowship support in law en-
forcement from the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation, and we continue to be the only
institution of higher education in this
nation receiving this type of support. We
competed nationally and were selected
by the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration for initial membership in a
prestigious national consortium of five
universities to conduct research and ex-
pand graduate programs in law enforce-
ment. We offer associate, baccalaureate,
and master's programs and we are in-
volved in cooperative doctoral programs
with three universities. These are career
ladder programs that provide for a wi
range of individual talent, aspiraiiu
and goals. We have awarded over ,
undergraduate degrees and more th'
I SO master's degrees. And our gradua
]
have moved into responsible posilic
throughout the Commonwealth and 1
nation. More than fifty serve on colle
and university faculties and others he
leadership roles in a variety of crimir
iustice agencies. But most importarl
they are delivering a higher, more intel]
gent quality of service to the citizens
j
Kentucky and to other states; they a
waging an eternal battle to give usi
better measure of peace and tranquilln
of freedom from fear of bodily harm ar
property damage. And as a society «
are recognizing them for the profa
sionals they have become, and more .m
more their salaries and their advan^
ment are being determined by level -
education and performance.
The person who has given leadersh
to our university level law enforcemei
programs, from that very beginning clal
in January of 1966, is Robert W. Pose'
State trooper. Commander of the Sia
Police Academy, graduate of the Polio
Administration program at Michig^
State, he brought to our program thi
essential blending of the practical .ir
the theoretical. For his leadership in il
development of the academic law ei
forcement programs at Eastern, il
most appropriate that Dean Robert V
Posey be recognized bv the naming c
this auditorium the "Robert W. Pose
Auditorium".
We had hardly begun our efforts i
the development of academic law er
forcement programs when it becaml
clear to us that there was another unmc
need, equally fundamental — the nee
for basic standards and training prograrr
for policemen. We found, all too ofter
that a male who was physically fit, 2
years of age or older and who had noj
been convicted of a felony, could appf
and be employed by most police depari
ments, and put immediately to wor
without formal training.
In June of 1956 Eastern took
proposal to the U.S. Department o
Justice, in the name of the Common
wealth, requesting a modest grant ti
develop minimum standards and trainini
programs for Kentucky policemen. Thi
application was approved, and Kentucky
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education," Posey, one of the honorees,
said.
It is connected to the main campus by
an extension of Kit Carson Drive, which
crosses the Eastern By-Pass and the cam-
pus farm and dairy center areas, and by
the Lancaster Road.
Constructed in four levels, the Strat-
ton Building includes 133,298 square feet
of floor space. In addition to the auditori-
um and fitness center, it includes a
25-by-60 foot training tank for aquatic
training in first aid, rescue of the injured
and the use of various equipment now
standard in most police departments.
An indoor pistol range, a cafeteria, a
model court room and a library are
among the building's features.
In addition to standard classrooms and
faculty offices, the building includes a
number of sophisticated and specialized
laboratories for criminalistics, photog-
raphy and driver training.
The 7.03 acre driving range features an
air-conditioned control tower from which
the activities on the driver training, pur-
,)ecame the first state in the nation to
eceive this type of support.
(
We brought to this campus on Sep-
.ember 1, 1966, Robert Clarl< Stone,
:rained in the legal profession and one
vho had completed a long career of
,ervice with the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation. Mr. Stone was charged with
;he responsibility of developing the Ken-
tucky Peace Officers Standards and
Training Council. Furthermore, it was
the goal of this project to seek from the
General Assembly and the Governor
approval to establish this organization as
'an independent agency of state govern-
ment. This was accomplished in 1968
with the creation of the Kentucky Law
Enforcement Council. The Council and
the Bureau of Training are now a part of
the Kentucky Department of Justice and
Mr. Stone is Commissioner of the Bu-
i
reau. In those early days in the mid-
sixties we began with a three week basic
.training program for policemen. And the
.critics and the skeptics said it wouldn't
work. They said that policemen and the
.leadership in local government were not
interested in training, and that it would
be impossible for policemen to leave
their home communities and come to
this campus for three weeks of training.
.But our critics were wrong. We had
waiting lists when our classes were three
weeks long, and the waiting lists are
longer today — not for three weeks of
(training but for 10 weeks of basic
training. As of June of this year, over
,1300 policemen, sheriffs, and deputy
sheriffs have completed the basic train-
ing program. Over 7,000 law enforce-
ment personnel have participated in spe-
, cial seminars, workshops, and in-service
,
training courses.
]
And the Commonwealth of Ken-
|tucky has placed a premium on training
by providing a pay incentive to police-
I men who complete the basic training
program and who up-date their training,
annually, through in-service programs.
For his valued leadership in the develop-
ment of standards and training programs
for criminal justice personnel, it is appro-
priate that the Robert Clark Stone Fit-
ness Center be named in honor of Mr.
I
Stone.
As we developed our law enforce-
ment and training programs, we became
concerned about another problem area
facing Kentucky and the nation - death
and injuries on the highways. We estab-
lished a Traffic Safety Institute in the
fall of 1966, and at that time we were
killing a thousand individuals annually
on Kentucky's highways, and over
50,000 a year nationally. We felt that
research, education, training, and public
service programs ought to be directed at
this critical problem. At the national
level, the Congress was enacting into law
the Highway Safety Act of 1966, a law
that encouraged the stales to take ac-
tion. And we joined forces with units of
local and state government and with the
school systems and we approached the
problem from a variety of directions. We
prepare driver education teachers, we
train all of Kentucky's breathalyzer
operators, over 2,000 to date, we are
involved in research related intensified
enforcement programs directed at those
who drive under the influence of alco-
hol, and we coordinate a state-wide
program for re-educating those convicted
of driving while intoxicated. We believe
that our highways and city streets can be
made safer, and we believe that the key
is the driver - his training, his attitudes,
and his habits. The Traffic Safety Insti-
tute has focused its efforts, from the
very beginning, on the human factor.
Leslie H. Leach came to this institution
in March 1967 and gave direction to the
Traffic Safety Institute until the close of
the 1974-75 academic year. His long and
successful career of service in the public
schools, and his knowledge of state and
local government placed him in an ex-
cellent position to develop the Institute
and its programs. The Traffic Safety
Institute today reflects his hard work
and leadership, and it is fitting that the
Leslie H. Leach Driving Range be named
in his honor.
The Board of Regents at this univer-
sity has always demonstrated enthusiasm
and support for the development of our
law enforcement and traffic safety pro-
grams. It is therefore most appropriate
that Mr. Henry D. Stratton, a member of
the Board since 1970, is being honored
with the naming of this facility, the
Henry D. Stratton Building. Mr. Stratton
has a distinguished career as an attorney,
banker, and communication executive.
Past-president of the Kentucky Bar Asso-
ciation, he is a member of numerous
national and state organizations, includ-
ing the National Commission on Uni-
form State Laws and the Kentucky
Crime Commission. His forceful advo-
cacy for reform and improvements in the
criminal justice system complement and
support the educational and training
programs that will be housed in the
building named in his honor.
During the academic year just com-
pleted, there were 1,887 senior colleges
and universities in this country. These
range from the huge multi-campus, high-
ly sophisticated, research oriented insti-
tutions to those that are quite small,
enrolling only a few hundred students.
All of these institutions have libraries
and laboratories and classroom buildings
but only one of the 1 ,887 has a Law
Enforcement/Fire Science, and Traffic
Safety Center. The question worth ask-
ing today is why? — Why at Eastern
Kentucky University and not at one of
the other 1 ,886 colleges and universities.
There is no simple and single answer, but
there is one that overshadows all other
possibilities and that answer is Robert R.
Martin. If there had not been a Robert
R. Martin as president of this institution,
we would not be dedicating these facili-
ties today. His quest for excellence has
touched every facet of this university,
and what we are about today is the
product of his planning and leadership.
We all recognize this and so did the
students when they took a proposal to
the Board of Regents asking that a
special day be set aside this next year in
his honor. The students also presented a
petition to the board with hundreds of
signatures requesting that this Center be
named the Robert R. Martin Law En-
forcement/Fire Science/Traffic Safety
Center. But we will reserve for that
special day during this next academic
year, our detailed statements of his
contributions to this Center.
Ladies and gentlemen, the facilities
that we are dedicating today have no
counterparts anywhere in this nation.
They will house programs that have been
developed to meet critical needs of the
Commonwealth, programs that have cap-
tured the aspirations and interests of
Kentuckians who seek to prepare them-
selves for careers in the public service.
And these facilities and programs dem-
onstrate, better than any other example,
the vitality and responsiveness of this
university in its continuing quest for
excellence.
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suit driving, and skid pad areas may be
closely directed and supervised. A 2.58
acre lake for aquatic safety and salvage
training is also part of the center.
A dramatic story was also recalled by
the opening of the new center. The
struggle to secure location of the complex
at Eastern was not an easy one, as
reported in the 1972 Winter /I /ww/?(/s.
Eastern's paramount role in Kentucky
law enforcement education was imperiled
for a time earlier in 1972 when a consul-
tant's study recommended to the Ken-
tucky Crime Commission that Eastern
j
offering be fragmented and divided pieci
meal across the state. i
Public opinion came quickly to EKU
defense and support then and, in realii^
may have expedited the final pn
construction phases of the project.
After more than two years of coi
struction, the center is open, givin
EKU's College of Law Enforcement
facility suitable for the reputation ih
University has achieved nationally as
leader in law enforcement education.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stratton (center) and members of their family apply
mortar to the Stratton Building cornerstone.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Posey (left) are joined in the cornerstor
ceremonies.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Stone (center) and family put their touches to
the building marker.
Mr. and Mrs. Les. Leach (right) and family do their share of mortaring.
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Highlights of EKU's National Model
(From left to right, top to bottom); The Robert W. Posey Auditorium
provides a site for programs and special demonstrations; A specialized
library in the Stratton Building serves law enforcement majors; The
breathalyzer lab, firing range, and forensic science lab provide excellent
practical exercise opportunities. The multi-media laboratory with its
sophisticated testing-response unit and the driver training simulators are
typical of the modern facility.
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There's special appeal in being Number
1 or in being the biggest in something
really significant.
IE IIASTIRN KENTUCKY UNIVERSI lY ALUMNU!
And that is the case at Eastern Ken-
tucky University this year where the
Reserve Officer Training Corps is Ameri-
ca's largest — including the United States
and its territories.
EKU's Army ROTC jumped from 971
last fall to 1 ,490 cadets (1 ,345 at Eastern
and 145 cross-enrolled at Cumberland
College) this year to thrust ahead of the
University of Puerto Rico's 1,303 cadets.
President Robert R. Martin said he
thought Eastern's nation-leading ROTC
enrollment "reflects the mutual support
that has always characterized the relation-
ship between the University and the
Army since ROTC began here in 1936.
"I am particularly proud that our
status as the nation's largest program has
come during my administration. I have
ilways considered myself a defender and
supporter of the military science program
and consider ROTC a solid citizen of our
academic community."
Dr. Martin, who in 1971 received the
Army's Outstanding Civilian Service
Award for his support of ROTC, con-
gratulated EKU's professor of military
science. Colonel Charles D. Phillips, and
Tis cadre for the Eastern Corps'
achievement.
Colonel Phillips, quoted in a United
Press International wire story pointed out
that during the 1960's and early 1970's
when military prestige and ROTC were
taking a beating nationally that support,
interest, and enrollment never sagged at
Eastern.
"Nationally we are up 23 percent, so
we are coming back and have been
coming back," Col. Phillips said. "The
reason we are so strong here is that the
school, its president, and the community
backs ROTC and sees a need for it."
Phillips was also quoted as believing
that people are returning to "old-
fashioned" ideals like patriotism, but said
the realistic economic facts of 1975 make
the military and ROTC very attractive.
The ROTC program at Eastern has also
been kept healthy by offering full aca-
demic credit with its course offerings.
"Students not in ROTC have taken
classes and talk about it with other
students and that was how the word was
spread," Phillips said. "We expect to
continue to have the same growth here
for some years to come."
Kentucky senator Walter "Dee"
Huddleston took note of Eastern's stature
in Congress.
His remarks on the floor of the U.S.
Senate and a copy of a news story
concerning Eastern's achievement in en-
rolling the largest ROTC unit in the
nation were entered in the Nov. 18
Congressional Record.
Senator Huddleston said, "The mili-
tary science program in our nation's
universities has played an important role
in providing our armed services with the
leadership that is needed in this time of
change for our country's military."
Military science cadets at Eastern have
outnumbered the combined total of those
at other Kentucky universities for at least
three years. The University of Kentucky,
Morehead, Murray and Western have a
combined total of 927 cadets this year.
Last year the comparison was 971 at
Eastern and 559 at all others, and in 1973
it was 561 at Eastern and 520 at all
others.
Following EKU and Puerto Rico in
order of size of ROTC enrollment this
year are Praire View (Texas) A. & M., 789
cadets; Pennsylvania State University,
658; South Carolina State College, 639,
and the University of Southern Missis-
sippi, 612.
Eastern's ROTC was initiated in 1936
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with a tield artillery officers' training
program and expanded to a general mili-
tary science program in 1956. In 1972 a
military police specialty program was
added. This year's enrollment, 53 per
cent greater than I974's, includes 145
cadets cross-enrolled at Cumberland
College.
Eastern has offered military activities
for women a number of years but not
until the fall of 1972, when EKU gained
national distinction as being one of the
first 10 colleges in the nation to allow
women to enroll formally in the ROTC
program, could a woman seek a commis-
sion as a second lieutenant al any univer-
sity. As a result of the success of these
pilot programs, ROTC is now completely
open to coeds across the nation.
Women cadets take the same courses
as the men and they arc now required to
take marksmanship training and carry
weapons. They arc able to choose any
branch of the Army except the combat
arms and will be commissioned bcginni
in May, 1976. One hundred and fifi
three women are currently enrolled
EKU's ROTC classes.
The Military Police program at Basic
is designed to give students in EKl
School of Law Enforcement the oppc
tunity to enter the Military Police Cori
A student who is selected to participa
in this program may receive a commissi
in the Military Police. This is one of or
two such programs of its kind in t
(Top left) Faye Mosby receives the Daughters of Founders and
Patriots of America Medal First Class at last year's president's review.
(Top left) President Robert R. Martin discusses Eastern's ROTC
program with LTG Oran Talbott, deputy commanding general of the
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command. (Above) Professor of
Military Science Charles D. Phillips administers the oath of office to
cadets commissioned at the end of the fall semester. (Right) Cadet
Lee Redmon, a distinguished military student from Lexington, will
receive a Regular Army military police commission this year.
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ountry.
In addition to the regular curriculum,
aecialized training is offered during the
nal two years of ROTC. Included are
iirborne Qualifications, Ranger School,
nd Flight Instruction. In the past three
ears, five EKU cadets have satisfactorily
ompleted the Army's Ranger School, 22
ave qualified as parachutists, and 13
ave participated in the flight instruction
rogram.
A special opportunity is offered veter-
ans. They receive eight hours credit for
basic ROTC and may enter directly into
the last tvk'o years of the program. A
veteran is assured of two years of active
duty if recommended. Eighteen veterans
are presently in Advanced ROTC, work-
ing towards a degree and a commission.
Non-veteran students who did not
elect to take ROTC their first two years
of college or who transferred to Eastern
from non-ROTC schools may still enter
the program by attending the Basic
ROTC Camp for six weeks during the
summer. This camp is located at Fort
Knox. While attending the six weeks'
Basic Camp the cadet earns approximate-
ly $500, plus food and lodging. He is not
obligated to continue training unless he
desired.
The latest addition to the ROTC pro-
gram is a Military Science minor.
EK12I
Im a soldier at Fort Lewis, Washington.
And a student at Eastern Kentucky
University.
I think Project Ahead is the best
program the Army has."
"VC'iih Proieti Ahead, uju tan sign up for your j 'l:-x-< ji h,mc. go lo
school while you're in Ihe Army, and have jour'crtd!! . ir^nsicrrcd hack lo your
home sch«j|, '["hai's what make^ ii dificrcni7
Jim Blevins is a 'I'aaical .MicroKave S:,Mcms Rtpjirman Ten monihs ago
he wasn't sure whether he wanted to enlist in the Army or start tollegc. So
he did both.
W'herc I'm stationed now, I go to class right on post. The courses are
offered ihrfiugh a nearby college. ,^nd the .Army pays most of my tuition. I find
out what credits I na-d by writing to my
Proicci .^head counselor back at Easicm
Kentucky. Vfhcn I finish each course.
I send my cTedits back home. .After I get out
.;f the \rmy III complete my degree at
I;astcrn Kentucky, .And it'll be just like I was
going there all along. It really is a go<xl idea."
Right now there are over 121)0 colleges
jnd uni\ersiiie^ that are part of Project
.\head, TTie program offers young people a
chance to funhcr their educations while
enjoying the benefits of sen'ing in tfie ,Army,
"I give a few year^ as a yjldier, and
the .Army helps me towards my degree.
I i;et job training tots, I get paid for it, I get
medical care, I really
do feel the .Anny has
started me on my way
'iiward something,"
Join the people
who'vejoined theArmy.
Project Ahead, a military program not associated with ROTC, also
brought national attention to Eastern during the fall semester when
this advertisement appeared in magazines with nation-wide circula-
tion. Under the program, Army enlistees can earn academic credits
while on active duty which transfer to Eastern when military service
is completed. Soldiers like )im Blevins, featured in the ad, enroll at
Eastern and other participating institutions when they enlist in the
Army and take courses at schools near their duty stations. The
advertisement appeared in publications including "Time," "News-
week," "U.S. News and World Report," "Sports Illustrated," and
"Parade."
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"PARAQE
Sedley Stewart, '41
"Three Men In One"
Sedley Stewart carried the colors during the 1941 graduation
ceremonies as the Eastern Teachers College band led the parade
of graduates to Hiram Brocl< Auditorium.
SEDLEY STEWART, '41 , is three me
in one.
And, tolks down in Lee County hav
come to know all three and like wh;
they've seen in them.
In fact, Beattyvillians like Sedle
Stewart so much, they organized an cial
orate Sedley Stewart Appreciation Da
this past June 29 in the plush new Sedle
Stewart Auditorium at Lee County Hig
School.
Educational leaders from around th
state were there to pay tribute to the ma
who had spent 50 years in education, 4
in Lee County, 32 as superintendent c
schools there. Dr. Lyman Ginger, Supe
intendent of Public Instruction brough
greetings from Frankfort; John Vicker;
executive assistant at EKU, brought ac
colades from Dr. Robert R. Martin ani
the Eastern community.
Sedley Stewart wasn't there, howcvci
The night before, he had suffered a hear
attack and spent Sedley Stewart Day ii
an Intensive Care Unit at St. Joseph Ho;
pital in Lexington.
Bui his appreciate constituents couf
not hold their gratitude. With a vide(
tape in hand, they proceeded with Sedle'
Stewart Day, and paid tribute to the mat
who had given them so much.
But, about those three men . . . Sedle'
Stewart "the man" is the first. As a man
he fought the odds of ever receiving at
education, and earned his degree fron
Eastern in 1942. He was 37 years old, bu
he had worked and taught to finance hi
education.
Some time earlier in 1929, he ha(
earned his diploma from St. Helens Higl
School at the age of 24. It had been i|
laborious undertaking form him, but th'
ten mile ride on horseback to school hat
not stopped a determined young man.
Sedley married RENA ALLEY, '36
and she shared his love for Lee County
having taught there some 25 years, 16 o
them in home economics. Their daughter
Mrs. Linda Lou Ratti grew up in and stil
continues the educational traditions oi
the family. She is presently teaching
orchestra at Tates Creek High School ir
Lexington.
The "second" Sedley Stewart is the
one that left the most profound impres-
sion on the people of the mountains . .
,
that is Sedley Stewart "the educator."
His beginnings there were humble ones
. . . seven years of one-room schools in
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Dwsley and Lee counties . . . seven years
Df the basics and work toward that degree
at Eastern.
' In 1934 he was named Director of
Pupil Personnel in Lee County, and he
'itayed with the students of Lee County
'from then on. He became superintendent
in 1943 and remained in that position
'until his retirement this past July.
His long and impressive record as
superintendent includes the physical de-
Wlopment of the schools in his system. In
1954 St. Helens Elementary School was
'constructed as was Southside Elementary
School.
He continued by enlarging Lee County
High to five times its size and built the
new Lee County High School on Fair-
ground Ridge in 1963.
But, Sedley Stewart the educator
knew it took more than buildings to
make a school do its job.
He instituted the hot lunch program in
all his schools, added art, music, and
physical education in all phases of the
system, enlarged reading, math, science
social studies and foreign language pro-
grams with special funds and teachers.
Within the profession he was also ac-
tive. He served two terms on the Board of
Directors for the Central Kentucky Edu-
cation Association and seven years as a
delegate to the Southern States Educa-
tional Regional Conference.
There were other accomplishments. He
instituted a horticulture and green house
program in agriculture in his region and
established a mobile classroom unit for
physically handicapped children.
The third Sedley Stewart . . . Sedley
Stewart "the citizen . . ." is the man who
organized a Citizens Committee and
served as its president to provide water
for the people in the southside com-
munity and, of course, for Southside Ele-
mentary School.
He served as president of the Kiwanis
Club during his 38 year membership, was
chairman of the Lee County Chapter of
the American Red Cross, and as a mem-
ber of the board of the Save The Children
Federation.
In 1963 he was named the Outstand-
ing Citizen of Lee County; in 1967 he
received a leadership award to Distin-
guished Alumni at Eastern and in 1970
was recognized as an Outstanding Educa-
tor by Lees College.
And, Sedley Stewart the citizen com-
pleted the dimensions of his life as he
served as a ruling elder in the Presbyterian
Church for a quarter of a century.
What do the three Sedley Stewarts
think about Sedley Stewart Appreciation
Day and all the hoopla in Lee County?
"The one thought uppermost in my
mind each day has been, 'Is this for the
good of the boys and girls in Lee Coun-
ty?' I have always felt that 'No man is an
island unto himself,' so I do not wish to
claim that I, Sedley Stewart, did these
things in education in Lee County."
No doubt, there was able assistance
from many sources along the way, partic-
ularly from his wife Rena. "She never dic-
tated a line of action; she never attempt-
ed to steer my thinking, but she always
provided an understanding of the prob-
lems and a sympathetic appreciation of
what was necessary to carry out a policy
which I believed was right," he said, "I
can only wish the same for any man em-
barking upon a career today."
Louise Hatmaker of the Beattyville
Enterprise gave extensive coverage to
Sedley Stewart Day and expressed the
feelings of many of the home folks. "Sed-
ley Stewart is to us a 'beautiful man' and
we do not mean this in a sense to embar-
rass him but simply to point out some of
his sterling qualities. He is soft spoken,
polished, articulate, handsome, kind and
gentlemenly. You name a good descrip-
tive adjective and it fits him."
Another long time friend, Democratic
Senator Walter Strong of Beattyville, indi-
cated during Sedley Stewart Day cere-
monies that he (Strong) had decided to
try to find something on Stewart ... a
fault. After all, nobody could be perfect.
"I tried to think of something," Strong
said, "and couldn't find anything. Then I
found out he's a Republican, and I said,
'that'll doit'!"
John Vickers who represented Eastern
and Dr. Martin at the festivities remarked,
"I've worked 25 years with Sedley
Stewart. Sedley likes to work with peo-
ple. When he'd call me for a teacher he'd
say 'I want the best teacher you can get
for me because we deserve the best in Lee
County.'
"
Whether all his teachers were the best
or not might be debatable. One thing is
for certain, however, when it comes to
superintendents, Lee County had the best
for 32 years . . . the best that three men
had to offer.
Sedley and Rena Stewart-197S
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Wally Chambers, '73
'Ear'ning NFL Respect
Solo tackles by Chambers like this one on the Cowboys' Calvin Hill earned hin
a spot on this year's All Pro Team.
It has only been three seasons sin
Wally Chambers (Big 6-6, 260-poui
Wally) was dominating the Colonels' fo(
ball opponents.
But, to his new opponents in t
National Football League, where he w
1973's Defensive Rookie of the Year,
probably seems like a lot longer.
It usually takes longer than three ya
for a defensive tackle to mature in tl
NFL and earn attention from the pre
and double team blocks from the oth
teams. Not so for Wally, whose play ar
golden earring have been drawing plen
of ink this season.
Jerry Green, writing in the Novemb
1 5 issue of The Sporting News had this
say:
"Wc have had, in professional footbaj
Joe Namath adorned in pantyhose, Rosii
Grier knitting and purling and assort(
mastodons improving their nimblene
with ballet.
"Now we have one of the newest
the nasties, Wally Chambers, dangling
golden earring from his left earlob
Indeed, Wally seemed terribly proud (
this sweet fashion the night Howai
Cosell and the ABC Monday Night fl(
circus focused upon his jewelry.
"There are few rivals of the Bea
quite brave enough to speak much t
Chambers about his shiny golden earrin
Other than to compliment him on h
excellent taste. Chambers is 6-6, 26
pounds - and this year he seems to ha\
become the most deadly of the insic
pass rushers in Pete Rozelle's style-settir,
cartel. Others in this fraternity happen i
include Alan Page, Joe Greene and Merii
Olsen.
"Somebody did muster the courage t
query Chambers about the promineri
circle of gold he carries about on his ea'
He wears it, covered by a helmet, c
course, into action.
"
'It has no significance," Chambeii
said. "My ear is pierced and if it gelj
pulled, it will come right out without an
damage."
"Nobody has dared yet to yell, "He
sissy."
"Certainly Francis Tarkenton wi
vouch for Chambers' physical aggressivt
ness. Chambers personally smashec
crushed, sacked and trampled Tarkento
more than half a dozen times in the tw
meetings between the Vikings and Bean
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"
'I'll tell you this about Chambers —
and unfortunately it connes first hand
-
he's quick and he's strong,' said Francis.
"The thing to remember is that he's
young and still learning: You have to
believe as he gets more savvy in this
league, he's going to be even more
outstanding.'
"Jack Pardee, the coach, unabashedly
says this about his defensive tackle with
the golden earring: 'He has the ability to
be in a class by himself.
"Such comparisons prompt Chambers
himself to say: "I'm Wally Chambers.
Alan Page and Joe Greene and all those
guys, they do what they do best and I do
what I do best.
"I think, myself, I'm as good or better
than any other defensive tackle in the
league. That's my confidence in myself. I
don't care what other people say about
me. If I get recognition, I do. If I don't, I
don't."
"Chambers is distinctive beyond his
golden earring and beyond his ability. Pro
football is a game in which the players
cry in pain and scream or remain stoic or
curse. Chambers spends much of the
game emitting uproarious laughter, and
those nearby can hear it and wonder just
what is occurring.
" 'I've got to be loose and inject
humor,' Chambers said. 'I'll be out there
l?ughing every Sunday we play.'
"Pardee is George Allen's disciple.
Thus, Pardee's practice sessions are as
serious and precisioned as a parade at a
Marine base. Wally Chambers goofs
through them.
" 'To me,' Chambers said about the
daily drills, 'it's drudgery. As long as I've
been playing, I've never been a good
practice player. I hate going against my
own men. I've got to live with them, sleep
with them, eat with them and I can't see
myself trying to fire off the ball and
trying to hit them. It just doesn't seem
'right.
'"Other guys are different. But me,
even right before a game, I'm still laugh-
ing and joking. I have to be loose. I don't
like to play tense. During a game, I might
'say something funny and start laughing
right out there on the field. But I still
have my mind on the game.
" 'My philosophy is if I concentrate on
the game too much, I'll lose interest and I
don't want that to happen. I've just
started playing this game.'
"It is his third year - and the young
man with the golden earring wants to be
recorded in the NFL history book plainly
as Mr. C."
And, in a December 12, Associated
Press story Wally continued to draw
praise.
"Defensive tackle Wally Chambers has
been one of the few bright spots in the
Chicago Bears football scheme this sea-
son, but he was really something to
behold last Sunday when he again was
teamed with sidekick Jim Osborne.
"Together the defensive duo led a
vicious assault which earned the Bears a
25-21 victory over the Detroit Lions,
giving the team hopes of a good finish to
an otherwise disappointing 3-9 season.
"Using their stunting and criss-crossing
tactics, Chambers and Osborne combined
for 17 tackles, one pass broken, one
forced fumble, two tackles for losses and
three sacks.
" 'Jim and I always have had great
success together," said Chambers, who in
1973 was Defensive Rookie of the Year
in the National Conference of the Na-
tional Football League and this year is a
top candidate for the All-Pro team.
" 'He provides the strength and I rely
on speed," said Chambers. "We just seem
to work very well together."
" 'Chambers has 12 quarterback sacks
for losses totaling 97 yards.
"
'I would like to believe that Wally
and I make a good team, but to be
honest, anybody can play with Cham-
bers," said Osborne. "He's that good.
Wally is quick and I like to feel that I'm
the stronger guy. Whether I go first on
the attack depends on the situation. If I
attack, Wally is free and if Wally attacks,
I'm the one who is free."
"With or without Osborne, Chambers,
the Bears' 1973 No. 1 draft choice out of
Eastern Kentucky, also leads the team in
tackles for losses with 10 for 38 yards
and has a total of 96 tackles for the
season including 71 solos.
" 'The more experience you have the
better you can play in this league," said
the 24-year-old Chambers, who is double-
teamed 75 per cent of the time."
Wally was selected as an NFC starter
for the Annual Pro-Bowl, the NFL's
All-Star game.
Wally waits on the sidelines to enter the game
and do his thing.
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MRS. LILLIE CHAFFIN, MA '71
Rank I 75, has been nominated for a
Pulitiicr Pri/o lor her latest book of
poetry, Eighth Day Thirteenth Moon.
Presently the librarian at Johns Creek
High School, Mrs. Chaffin has authored
more than 100 articles on education,
published 14 books ranging from such
beginner's books as I Have A tree to her
treatment of the Appalachian way of life,
Coal: Energy And Crisis.
Her writing has won her national and
international attention. She has received
the Child Study Association of America's
Best Book Award, the National Pen Wom-
en's Best Book Award, and is presently
the first woman to serve as associate poet
laureate of Kentucky.
"The Lillie Of The Hills"
Lillie Chaffin, 71
It was at Eastern that Mrs. Chaf
changed her schedule to meet her writi
needs. "For years I was frustrated, r
finding the time to get my writing done
learned early rising during a sumrr
school at Eastern. The only time I coil
write was when the dorm quieted dci
around 2 a.m. Now I only need five hoi
sleep and I automatically go to bed al
p.m.
"I've done two books for young pt
pie about what happens to mounts
i
people when they leave Appalachia !•
the city. I'm in the middle of a novel i
the subject now. I wanted to do son^
thing about how they react, what barrif
they face. They form their own privet
ghettos; they must take the poorer joli.
And all the time they're in the city, t|;
desire of their souls is to come ba|;
home, to plant a garden, raise flower;'
Although she is listed in some !
regional, national, and internatiorji
biographies, Mrs. Chaffin has dedicatll
her efforts to the people of eastei
Kentucky.
They, in turn, have recognized fr
efforts on their behalf by presenting fr
with various awards including the Al
!
Lloyd Memorial Award, Outstandij
Alumna of Pikeville College, the Eastei
Kentucky University Excellence in Teac-
ing Award, and most recently. Teacher f
the Year in Pike County.
Eighth Day has not only come to t!
attention of the Pulitzer committee, bt
critics have praised it as perhaps Ml.
Chaffin's best work. I
Poet and novelist Hollis Summers sa'l,
"Lillie Chaffin sees well and deeply. I ii
grateful for her eyes and ability to tell r^
what she sees. I hope this book will ';
widely and deeply seen.'*"
Says another critic, "Lillie Chaffii^
poetry has staying power, her love
phrases returning spontaneously throu^i
the years to enhance and enrich priv^
moments. She knows the profoundities f
the heart, leading us to them yet allowi;
us emotional spaces of our own . . ."
There is a toughness in Eighth D'
Thirteenth Moon which underlies M.
Chaffin's approach to life. Her reference
to love often carry a futile ring — t'!
kind of futility that many in Appalach
must sometimes feel.
Once, when I was in love with love,
(but do not count to trace it)
nothing could have daunted me,
with you to help me face it.
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Once I was in love with love
for one who needed more;
I swam in rivers of my tears,
then waded, damp, ashore
to dry at fires which had burned out,
to face the twilight truth:
life runs too-swift too many miles,
age overcoming youth.
The dreams for one who never dreamed
are comfort small and cold
and leave one crumpling, leave one bent
only toward the old
and threadbear remembrance which
grows dimmer with each season.
I know I am in love, my love,
and never mind the reason.
And there are traces of the spirit of
the mountain people, an intense individu-
alism which is more than casually defiant.
The child who once magnified
my body's special, dark processing
room, who absorbed his substance from
my chemistry, now is his own-
would wrench himself from affection's
hold.
Let him be free. I have been
what I must- brief room and board-
hostess to a growing miracle. I will
be what I can.
Her "Appalachian Child" is a poignant
look at the schism between dreams and
reality that — although it may be more
obvious for some — is a part of life for all
of us.
Statistics chart your advancement slow,
point that a spindly growth can be expected.
They do not show how your riding stick is bent
to your dreams, that you impart to it
speed and value, that with it you are secure.
So long as figures and sticks remain,
ride your charger, child, and boldly name
some magic. Those who'd pull wings from fairies
or laugh at treasure chests in the sky know only half
of life: they can be dull.
The age-old pattern of rainbow-chasing
to the cities around Appalachia is treated
J
with the beautiful precision of one who
,has watched dreams go and return again
to the hills, tempered with the wisdom of
.experience.
There is no doubt we were stuck in mud,
all of us. Rich hillside dirt
.kept us scraping corn balks, always ahead
in dreams, behind in reality.
And not a one but built a strong defense of land,
springtime flood, summer wind, the crow, the coon,
. looked to next year's crop, road scraping and
aflour-buying prosperity.
Let neighbors go footloose and kinfolk weaned.
"You can't plow concrete," Mama said. But
as plowhands they were slack
anyway. Still, they brought back
sleep-shattering, bright-painted harvests
which picked up nails, exhaled gas and dust
and set up further discontent. Ashamed,
rubbing mud from headlights, we saw horsepower
magic greater than book carpets and pumpkin coaches,
and ourselves enlightened, necessary cogs in wheels
that roll a nation toward real culture and
industry.
City hoppers now, we know slum sides
like hillsides, scrape fenders; barring accidents, we
plan and dream of coming even with creditors
next century.
One of the most powerful poems,
"Appalachian Deaths and Resurrections,"
is a bittersweet glance at the coal miners
who live and die in a unique environment
where they see "more of million years
ferns and shells than present days . . ."
The guts of the mountain have been shoveled out,
those of the deceased laid in, and most things are the same.
The preacher is talking now, waiting the same spirit
filling Moses to set him a Pentecostal fire, or near it.
With comfort to the grieving ones-splendid in his oneness,
he shouts of Gomorrahs and Ninevahs faced, perhaps survived
and never to be known again by these, oh most beloveds, who,
having been many times resurrected from their labor, will
keep one more resurrections, first or last, according to
the plans of Eternal wisdom. And he tells of Lazarus who,
coming forth, was pleasing, how angels easily moved walls
of Jericho and Gethsemane.
And he speaks of: His All-Knowing Eye, that goes into earth,
and whether stone be sand, lime, or bituminous He sees those
under it: tons and tons, mountains of granite, even cannot
hide one atom from That Rock who was
both fisherman and carpenter, no, not even these who brought
forth heat and light for others and fish and honey, full
measure for their families. And lonah, he exhorts, do not
forget how he, brought from the whale-tomb, knew there is
no hiding. The preacher kneels on the soot-darkened ground
and asks that those left feel the host which more than
abounds within the bowels of the earth, while still keeping it
the footstool for His feet, and whose changed-flesh body
keeps the moon, stars, gates of eternity
intact; those in Kentucky, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, yeah,
those in all states and all nations who bury themselves daily
take Grace; all men, seeing more of million years ferns
and shells than present days, be kept safe from poison gas,
weak timbers, roof rot-until they have been cleansed from
the rust and mold and mire demanding dust of sin."
When the five accidents have been eased into the amber clay,
and duly marked with stone,
they return, these living brothers of the black earth-womb,
to await the lottery, and their numbers.
Eighth Day Thirteenth Moon is a
powerful collection of life's peaks and
valleys and a cryptic commentary on the
fact that, for some, most of life is lived in
the valleys. The fact is that, for most of
us - and especially for the people of
Appalachia - life is tough ... a battle
that is fought with raw courage and won
with an indomitable human spirit. There's
something in it that's peculiarly Appala-
chian, yet totally universal.
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a precis of news about Eastern and its Alumni
A record enrollmenl ol 1 3,430 students has
been recorded for the 1975 fall semester at
Eastern, an increase of 6.8 percent over the pre-
vious record enrollment of 12,571 in 1974.
EKU President Robert R. Martin has
announced.
The figures do not include more than 700
students enrolled in the correspondence study
program or 765 students in the University's
Model Laboratory School.
The enrollment represents students from all
120 Kentucky counties, up from 117 a year
ago. EKU students also represent 41 stales, the
District of Columbia, the Panama Canal Zone
and 26 countries.
According to President Martin, the most
dramatic increases occurred in full-time under-
graduate enrollments, particularly at the fresh-
men level where fullime students increased by
457 to 3,795, a percentage lump of 13.7. Full-
time students at the undergraduate level are up
a total 81 5, or 9.5 percent more than 1 974.
The University recorded a full-time equiva-
lent student increase from 1 0,420 to 1 1 ,482, a
climb of 1,062 FTE students for a percentage
gain of 10.2. FTE is based upon a formula by
which the number of total hours taught are di-
vided by 16 at the undergraduate level and 12
at the graduate level and the figures totaled for
the FTE number.
"I am convinced that our continued enroll-
ment growth reflects the result of our commit-
ment to develop academic programs that fit the
modern needs of both young and adult stu-
dents," Dr. Martin said.
He also credited the dramatic increase in
full-time enrollment, in part, to the economic
conditions prevailing in the nation.
A breakdown by classification of the EKU
student body, both full- and part-time, shows a
total of 4,815 freshmen (up 532); 2,541 sopho-
mores (down seven); 2.070 juniors (up 240);
1,943 seniors (up 94) and 2,061 graduate stu-
dents (no change).
Other facts about the fall 1975 EKU enroll-
ment include;
The University has enrolled 6,769 women
and 6,661 men; the percentage of out-of-state
students remained at 16.1 percent; the campus
black enrollment increased by 1 34 to a total of
880, representing 6.55 percent of the total en-
rollmenl compared to 6.0 percent a year ago.
Leading Kentucky counties in EKU enroll-
ment are )efferson County, 1,657; Madison
County, 1 ,360, and Fayette County, 1,119.
Other counties with 100 or more students
enrolled at Eastern are: Kenton, 273; Boyle,
272; Franklin, 260; Pulaski, 233; Laurel, 223;
Estill, 221 ; Pike, 203; Boyd, 1 86; Campbell and
Clark, 180 each; Whitley, 147; Bell and Clay,
142 each; Harlan, 139; Perry, 133; Hardin, 132;
Lincoln, 131; Harrison, 126; Mercer, 121;
Boone, 120; Marion, 116; Garrard, 107; and
Letcher, 1 00.
Eastern Kentucky University receives the first $20,000 of a $50,000 grant from the Kentucky Stai
Real Estate Commission to help establish an academic chair in real estate on the campus. Presentin
the grant to Dr. Robert R. Martin (standing, right), EKU president, is Robert ). Enos, a member c
the Commission from Newport. Others are (from left) Dr. Robert Landrum, coordinator of Eastern
real estate academic program; Donald Turpin, Richmond, president of the Madison County Board o
Realtors; Russell Major, a Richmond realtor; William (Nat) Sanders, Louisville, director of educatio
for the Commission, and Frank D. Morrow, Richmond realtor. Turpin, Major and Morrow ar
members of EKU's Real Estate Advisory Council. The new academic chair will be founded "t
support the Commission's objective of increasing realtor professionalism."
In Business:
A Chair And Council
An academic chair in real estate has been
established with the help of a $50,000 grant
from the Kentucky Real Estate Commission.
"The academic chair in real estate at Eastern
will support the Commission's objective of in-
creasing the professionalism of real estate prac-
titioners, as well as providing academic pro-
grams for students in this field," according to
Dr. Warren E. Mullen, chairman of the Depart-
ment of Business administration in the EKU
College of Business. The chair will be estab-
lished in this department.
The $50,000 grant will be received over a
three-year period, Mullen said.
The academic program established with the
chair will be available to all students in real
estate, to practicing realtors and also to other
members of the public interested in real estate
transactions, Dr. Howard Thompson, dean of
the college, said.
Real estate courses offered by Eastern are
intended to meet the varying needs of both pro-
fessionals and non-professionals. The instruc-
tion ranges from non-credit courses designed to
prepare the student to meet state requirements
for practicing realtors to an associate of arts
degree program.
The instruction also includes classes in spe-
cial areas, such as financing the real estate trans-
action, real estate as an investment, property
management, and real estate from the consum-
er's viewpoint.
A 21-member council of Kentucky busines
men appointed to advise the College of Busine?
at Eastern in planning, operation and evaluatio
of its educational programs held its first mee
ing recently and- elected ). Ed McConnel
Louisville, chairman. McConnell is president c
Blue Cross-Blue Shield in Kentucky.
The members of the Business Advisor
Council were appointed by Dr. Robert R. Ma
tin, EKU president, from nominations submi'
ted by Business College faculty and depar
mental chairmen. The council also elected Do
Edwards, executive vice president of the Stat
Bank & Trust Co., Richmond, vice chairmar
and Randall Shew, of The Richmond Dail
Register, secretary.
The Council's charter says the body wl
periodically review programs and problems o
the College, offer advice, suggestions and crit
cisms, coordinate support for the college an
help it prepare proposals to present to the Un
versify administration and the public.
The other charter members of the Counci
are: William Ken McCarty, Lexington; Tor
Powell, Manager, Westinghouse, Richmond
Gilbert Miller, president, Richmond Chambe
of Commerce; State Senator )ohn Lackey
Richmond; David Brain, executive vice presii
dent, Kentucky Central Insurance, Lexingtonj
Bill Mathis, vice president. Baptist Hospitals
Louisville. i
Dave Zegeer, Beth Elkhorn Corp., Jenkins
Harold Kelly, CPA, Ashland; Gladys L. Watson
Cynthiana; Robert Begley, president, Begle>
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rug Co., Richmond; James E. Bassett III, pres-
lent Keeneland Club, Lexington; Paul Young,
entucky IVIotor Transport Assn., Louisville;
'in Bunton, Bunton Seed Co., Louisville.
Katherine Peden, Louisville; David Black-
urn, Rattle A. Clay Hospital, Richmond; Ed
eeberger, IBM, Lexington; William (Nat)
inders, Kentucky State Real Estate Commis-
on, Louisville, and Pauline Lewis Bardviiell,
rankfort.
1 Research:
Strip Mine Study
William G. Adams, director of an Eastern
isearch team's investigation of strip mine pol-
ition and land use, says the project is being
included and five-volume final report readied
)r submission.
Copies will be submitted to the Appalachian
egional Commission, which financed the
udy in Breathitt County, and the Kentucky
epartment for Natural Resources and Environ-
lental Protection.
Adams said the report will contain about
00 pages of research material, a surface mine
iventory map, four land use maps with accom-
anying overlays depicting natural hazards and
npacts of the mining industry and three maps
f the Quicksand watershed, including the
udy area's geology, land use and potential
Tip mining areas.
EKU faculty members who participated in
le research included Dr. Joseph R. Schwende-
lan, Jr. and Dr. T. J. Kubiak, Department of
eography; Dr. Donald Haney, Dr. Harry Hoge
id Dr. Sam Leung, Geology, and Dr. Larry
andry. Mathematics. Engineering consulting
as contracted to the company of Mays,
udderth and Ethridge Inc.
Kubiak said, "The study has attracted con-
derable attention and portions of it have
ready been provided to federal, state and pri-
ite agencies."
or Public Schools
An Economics Center
Eastern has established a center on the cam-
us to develop or improve economic education
1 the public schools in this area.
The Center for Economic Education was
stablished by the Department of Economics in
le College of Business, in cooperation with the
department of Secondary and Higher Educa-
on in the College of Education.
The Center is an affiliate of the Kentucky
ouncil on Economic Education and the Joint
ouncil on Economic Education, a national
rganization which promotes economic educa-
on through secondary and elementary schools,
usiness organizations and government
?encies.
Co-directors of the EKU Center are Dr.
'illiam Morrow, professor of economics, and
eonard Widener, Assistant professor of
ducation.
Morrow said the Center was established to
:rve public schools in this area as a resource
inter, to provide consultive services, and to
evelop or improve economic education in the
'hools.
he Bicentennial:
Studying Adam Smith
Eli Ginzberg and Kenneth Boulding will be
le featured speakers at a bicentennial confer-
ee, "Adam Smith And The Wealth of Na-
ons" to be held on campus March 24-26.
According to Klaus Heberle, associate pro-
fessor of political science, and one of the orga-
nizers of the three-day conference, "We hope to
examine from a variety of perspectives the
influence of Adam Smith on economic thought
and political philosophy."
Boulding will kick off the meeting with a
keynote address, "The Next Two Hundred
Years." A professor of economics and director
of the program on general social and economic
dynamics in the Institute of Behavorial Science
at the University of Colorado, he is the past
president of the American Economics Associa-
tion and the author of The Organizational
Revolution, The Meaning of The Twentieth
Century and other books.
Ginzberg will address the Friday luncheon
on "What Kind of a Man was Adam Smith." A
Barton Hepburn professor of economics at
Columbia University, he is the author of The
House of Adam Smith.
Among the panels conducted during the
meeting will be one on governmental economic
policy and on the concerns of micro-economics.
Another panel will discuss "Adam Smith and
the Ideologies of the American Founding
Fathers."
Still another will discuss the relationship be-
tween Marx and Smith and between Smith and
the other 18th and 19th century thinkers.
According to Heberle, Smith's work was
chosen for the conference because it was writ-
ten in 1776 and is an appropriate work for a
bicentennial emphasis.
In addition to Heberle, five other committee
members working on the conference include,
Robert Stebbins, professor of history; Robert
Miller, professor of philosophy and Chairman
of the Department of Philosophy; Bill Morrow,
professor of economics; Marion H. Gillim, Dis-
tinguished Professor of Economics, and
Kenneth Nelson, Assistant Professor of Social
Science.
And . . .
Kentucky Literature
Eastern is offering a course in Kentucky
literature this fall that is in tune with the
Commonwealth's bicentennial spirit, according
to Miss Hazel Chrisman, teacher of the course.
The aim of the bicentennial is "to tell the
world about Kentucky's past and her promise."
This "past and promise" is Kentucky's cul-
ture, and "the best way to portray the culture
of a land is by its literature," Miss Chrisman
believes. The Kentucky literature course deals
with Kentucky writing "from its beginning to
the present."
The course, mainly conceived and formed
by its teacher, offers a compilation of selected
Kentucky poetry that is unavailable anywhere
else, she said. Gathering some of the works
brought Miss Chrisman into correspondence
with many famed Kentucky writers and their
agents, some of whom granted the use of their
works for the classroom only.
The course (English 319) offers study in the
works of Jesse Stuart, Elizabeth Madox
Roberts, Harriet Arnow, Hollis Summers,
Wendell Berry, Henry Hornsby, John Fox Jr.,
James Lane Allen, and Kentucky's best known
man of letters, Robert Penn Warren.
Students who take the course will have the
advantage of using the John Wilson Townsend
collection of Kentucky writings and docu-
ments, housed in the Kentucky Room of the
EKU library. Miss Chrisman said.
The third-year level course has been espe-
cially popular in past semesters with teachers,
librarians, poets and other writers, but anyone,
student or adult, can take the course this fall,
for 3-hours credit or non-credit. The only pre-
requisite is freshman English.
New Programs: Council, Senate Approve 16
The Council on Academic Affairs and the Faculty Senate have approved sixteen new programs
or options to existing programs for the 1975-76 academic year.
College Of Arts And Sciences
1
.
Bachelor of Arts degree in Transportation Systems: Environmental Aspects.
2. Minor in Transportation Systems: Environmental Aspects.
3. Associate of Arts and Bachelor of Arts degree programs for the preparation of legal
assistants.
4. Judicial Administration Option to existing Master of Public Administration degree.
5. Associate of Arts degree program for the preparation of chemical technicians.
6. Minors in Film and Public Relations.
7. Bachelor of Arts Degree in Geology.
College Of Business
1. Associate of Arts and Bachelor of Business Administration degree programs in Health Care
Administration.
2. Bachelor of Business Administration in Transportation and Logistics Management.
College Of Allied Health And Nursing
1. Option to existing Bachelor of Science program in Nursing: Family Nurse Practitioner
Certificate.
College Of Arts And Technology
1. Associate of Arts degree in Beef Herd Management.
College Of Education
1
.
Sports Administration Option to existing Master of Science in Physical Education.
2. Special Education Option to existing Specialist in Education degree.
College Of Law Enforcement
1. Certificate in Fire Prevention and Control.
2. Associate of Arts degree in Fire Prevention control.
3. Bachelor of Science degree in Fire Prevention and control.
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In Communications:
Film And PR
Eastorn's Dcpjrlnicnl of Communii-Jlions
will otter minor dcsree programs in film and in
public relations next fall.
Ttie two programs, which are options on
existing programs, have been approved by the
EKU Council on Academic Affairs and the
Board of Regents. They are composed of exist-
ing courses and mvolve no new courses nor ad-
ditional faculty members.
Dr. John Rowlelt, vice president for aca-
demic affairs, said the new minor programs pro-
vide "breadth ot experience for the Communi-
cations Department's graduates as they com-
pete in the job market."
Although students previously could take all
the courses in the new minors as elective
courses, they were not recognized as part of an
official minor in the eyes of prospective
employees.
Some of the courses offered in the minor in
film include cinema history, film production,
advanced film production, literature and film,
and special problems in communication, includ-
ing film.
The public relations minor includes news,
feature, and broadcast writing, introduction to
mass communications, news editing, educa-
tional communications, public relations, and
others.
Adequate library materials for use in the
minor programs are available in Eastern's )ohn
Grant Crabbe Library, including a wide selec-
tion of hardback books and periodicals, Row-
lett said.
He said the minors \yin allow majors in oth-
er EKU academic departments to "enhance
their own academic programs . . . such inter-
disciplinary study should grow in interest along
with these new minors."
The two new programs bring the Depart-
ment's total of minors to four - journalism,
broadcasting, film and public relations. Its
majors are in journalism and broadcasting.
Fire Science:
On The Move
Eastern's new Department of Fire Preven-
tion and Control is moving to answer the call of
firefighters for professional training in their
work.
The department is also answering the need
of various government agencies, businesses and
industrial firms for people trained in fire
science.
The chairman of the department, F. Dale
Cozad, said, "We are taking our program to sev-
eral areas of the state as well as the campus.
That's where the firefighters are, in the
communities."
He said Eastern's three new curricula in fire
prevention and control are being offered at
Owensboro, Lexington (two sites), Ft. Knox,
Berea and Richmond. The department, is a part
of the EKU College of Law Enforcement.
The three curricula are a certification pro-
gram, the associate of arts (two-year), and the
bachelor of science. Cozad said the baccalau-
reate is the only four-year program in fire pre-
vention and control in the state and one of only
seven in the nation.
He is "especially interested" in the Depart-
ment's "two plus two" plan under which stu-
dents completing two years of training at junior
and community colleges may come to Eastern
and complete requirements for the BS in fire
prevention and control in their junior and
senior years.
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Mrs. Robert R. Martin unveils the Ingleside
Gate, stone columns marking the entrance to
the Eastern campus at the corner of University
and Kit Carson Drives. The plaque notes that
the columns were placed here "in appreciation
and recognition of the contributions and efforts
of Anne Martin in the building of this Univer-
sity. They symbolize beauty, truth, duty, and
charity."
Service Road:
To New Land
A recently completed, 1,925-foot service
road at Eastern enhances access to Richmond's
Pattie A. Clay Hospital and opens up new areas
of University land for campus development.
The road, which runs from Kit Carson Drive
to the hospital, is complete with a five-foot-
wide sidewalk and provides close and safe ac-
cess for University students - especially nursing
students who use the hospital's clinical
facilities.
On The AA Side:
For Secretaries
Eastern is offering two academic programs
this fall that prepare students for jobs in legal
or medical offices.
The associate of arts degree (two-year) pro-
grams prepare students as legal or medical secre-
taries. The students take courses in general edu-
cation, plus accounting, business communica-
tions, economics, and courses that develop sec-
retarial skills and that prepare them for legal or
medical office work.
Students may also earn an associate of arts
(two-year) degree in the executive secretarial
program by taking night courses only.
The program is designed to prepare office
workers to advance to positions as executive
secretaries and administrative assistants.
InPE:
Athletic Training . . .
The co-educational athletic training program
at Eastern has become the first such program in
Kentucky to be approved by the National Ath-
letic Trainer's Association, according to Dr.
Fred Darling, chairman of the EKU Department
of Physical Education for Men. I
The program, the first in Kentucky, pi
duces trainers for university, professional ai
school sports programs. This past year five EK
graduates passed the NATA examination tot
come certified trainers. Darling said.
The approval of the EKU program came a'
result of an evaluation by an NATA visilalio
The program is headed by Ken Murray , athlcl
trainer, and Dr. Paul Motley, associate profess
of physical education.
The NATA will publish this month the a
proved curriculum list which will include Ea
crn and 43 other universities from 25 stall
The announcement of EKU's approval came
a letter from NATA to Dr. Ned Warren, dean
the School of Health, Physical Education, Ri
reation and Athletics.
Darling said the American and KenlucI
Medical Associations have urged local scho
boards to appoint NATA certified athlci
trainers in their schools to work with physicia
"in the important areas of health and sup
vision of athletics."
He said 30 students are enrolled in Easicrr
athletic training program, which is open to m
and female students enrolled in teacher edui
lion and majoring in physical education a
health.
. . . And Sports Administration
The "Sports Administration" program,
new emphasis within the M.S. degree in Phy
cal Education, is proving a popular choice
EKU graduate students. Presently six men ai
women have requested admission to t
program.
Several more have elected certain aspects
sports administration, however will not CO
plele the full curriculum.
The program is designed to prepare perso
for a career in the administration of men's a
women's sports programs at secondary schc
or college/university levels.
The individual admitted to this empha
should have had a background in either physii
education, business administration, communii
tions, or sports.
The emphasis is interdisciplinary and
eludes courses in accounting, educational .
ministration, communications, recrealic
educational research, and physical education
Arts And Sciences:
A BIS Degree
A new degree program for students "w
know where they want to go, and want to (
sign their own curriculum" is now offer
through the College of Arts and Sciences,
cording to Dr. Morris Taylor, professor
chemistry.
After years of deliberation by a facu
committee of six professors and two other pi
pie, the Bachelor of Individualized Studies [
gree went into effect this semester.
The program is for students who do r
want one of the traditional majors, but inste
wish to follow a self proposed program i
signed from courses offered on campus in an
of interest to the students, explained Tayl
chairman of the program. J
Examples of the types of programs ttt
they might like to pursue would be thea-
management (drama, business), medical illust-
tion (biology, art), a chemistry and data p-
cessing combination, and Russian (or oth'i
area studies.
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The students must have "the creative and
itegrative ability necessary to plan and follow
leir owrv program," and according to Taylor
,iis takes "a different breed of cat."
An applicant must have completed 30 hours
f general education requirements to enter the
rograni. It must be interdisciplinary with a
inifying theme or goal.
,
As for career opportunities for a student
aduating with such a degree, Taylor said em-
oyers would like someone who can plan their
.vn course of study and stay with it. "It is
ear to the employer that they have a superior
oduct."
The proposal is drawn up by the student in
jnsultation with his proposed advisor and ap-
-opriate faculty representatives of the depart-
ents dealing with his studies.
Outlined, the program should include degree
jjectives, specific courses to meet these objec-
jes, and a detailed justification of the course
study.
The student's proposed program is brought
ifore a review board of six members for
iproval.
"We deliberately geared this thing to do
lat the students want it to do with the ap-
oval of the review committee," said Taylor.
"The program has to be substantial. Our
nction is to make sure there is a lot of high
ality planning. These are goal directed indi-
luals," Taylor said.
ivironmental Resources:
A 'Conservative' Degree
Last fall Eastern began a four-year degree
Jgram in evironmental resources. This past
ing the University produced its first graduate
der the program, Lloyd Wayne Peniston.
When the program was initiated, the 22-
ir-old Peniston from Turner's Station in
nry County had completed most of the work
ler than environmental courses necessary for
' new degree. He spent his senior year in spe-
I study in this field, according to Dr. Marvin
rhompson, advisor for the new program.
By completing the study, Peniston, a grad-
e of Henry County High School at New
^tle, earned the degree of Bachelor of Science
environmental Resources.
Thompson said the program which is in
U's Department of Biological Sciences, pre-
es its graduates for employment in munici-
,
state, federal private, and educational agen-
that deal with the conservation of natural
Jurces.
Jobs available to the trained resources spe-
ist, Thompson said, include park manager,
ger, or naturalist; conservation officer,
den, or education specialist; wildlife e,xten-
I agent or biologist aid; environmental law
:ia!ist or enforcer; land manager; pollution
litor or controller; watershed manager, and
;rs.
Eastern's program was prepared in accor-
ce with recommendations from more than
potential employers who were interviewed
erson or by mail, Thompson said.
3lic Administration:
-rankfort Commuters
luring "any typical semester" about 50 em-
ees of the Commonwealth of Kentucky are
uing master's degrees in public administra-
from Eastern, according to Dr. J. A. Single-
chairman of EKU's Department of Political
nee.
hey are enrolled in Eastern's MPA program
Jersons who are or are seeking to be govcrn-
Mary MulMns, a sophomore from Brandt, receives her nurse's cap from Mrs. Laura Patton dunng
recent ceremonies. She was one of 136 nursing majors honored at the ceremonies which signals the
girls breaking into the field." Eastern, the largest producer of registered nurses in the Common-
wealth, has a two-year and four-year program.
mental employees. Two classes for the state em-
ployees are conducted in Frankfort at night by
professors from Eastern's political science de-
partment.
The University recently received a federal
Title IX (Education for Public Service) grant of
$38,110 which Singleton said will enable it to
employ two additional faculty members. Five
EKU political science faculty members are di-
rectly involved in the program and others
indirectly.
Since it began about five years ago, 40 grad-
uates have received MPA degrees from Eastern,
Singleton said.
The program includes core courses in public
administration, electives and internship in city,
county, and federal governments and in public
non-governmental agencies.
During a semester about 10 fulltime stu-
dents usually are studying for the MPA degree
on the EKU campus, Singleton said. The pro-
gram also provides evening classes on the cam-
pus for public employees.
WHAS Grant:
In Special Education
Eastern has received a $19,000 grant from
the Crusade for Children, sponsored by WHAS
radio, Louisville.
The money will be used for graduate schol-
arships to train teachers for special education.
Dr. Wietse de Hoop, chairman of the EKU De-
partment of Special Education and Rehabilita-
tion, said.
In the past year Crusade scholarships have
aided more than 100 graduate students in spe-
cial education, de Hoop said.
REC590:
Stamina And Lungs
The outdoors is the workshop for a course
in recreation at Eastern Kentucky University.
Stamina and good lungs seem to be included
among the prerequisites of a course that in-
cludes backpacking to Pilot's Knob, bicycling
from the campus to Boonesborough State Park,
a six-hour "wild cave tour" at Mammoth Cave,
and primitive camping.
Dr. Sheryl |o Stephan, who instructs the
course (Recreation 590), describes it as a "six
week-end class and field program of outdoor
recreation experiences."
Dr. Stephan said the individual student's
physical ability is taken into account in course
assignments, adding, "We have them at all skill
levels, from beginners to the advanced."
She said the sessions on theory in the course
include equipment requirements and "periph-
eral skill development" in such knowledge as
foods, cooking, hypothermia, maps and the
compass.
She said the theory sessions and field "xperi-
ences are intermixed within camping trips by
backpack, including climbing and rapelling, bi-
cycle camping, canoe camping, spelunking and
an "acclimatizing week end."
Dr. Stephan said each student maintains a
journal which includes readings on the me-
chanics and values of each form of outdoor
recreation, a field log of information from in-
struction about the recreation, and an evalua-
tion summary of the individual toward each
form of recreation.
Milestone:
On The Top Again
The 1975 Milestone, student yearbook has
received the highest award of the Associated
Collegiate Press, the Ail-American honor rating.
The All-American award is the fourth con-
secutive received by the Milestone, and the
ninth in the last ten years.
The 608-page annual reaped praise from the
ACP judge, Dorothy Bowles, who critiqued the
1975 edition. "Congratulations to the Mile-
stone staff for an excellent production," she
said, "It is one of the very best I've seen this
year."
EKU has also recently received the Printing
Industries of America Graphic Arts Competi-
tion Award for the 1974 edition of the
Milestone.
Competing against publications of all types,
the Milestone received the coveted PIA Award
for the second consecutive year.
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Project Encirclement Links Campus In Bicentennial Spirit
Some 1,500 to 2,000 Eastern students
joined hands to encircle the University
campus at noon Saturday (Nov. 8) to "dem-
onstrate the strength and unity of the
University Community and its interest in
the nation's bicentennial."
Organizer of the project, Jim Parker, a
sophomore communications major from
Bellevue, says the Idea for the project orig-
inated with the American Revolution Bicen-
tennial Commission's consideration of a
hand-to-hand linkup of citizen's stretching
from Maine to California.
Parker, who was the program chairman
for Keene Hall, the residence hall sponsor-
ing Project Encirclement enlisted the sup-
port of the other dormitories on the EKU
campus as well as other student organiza-
tions.
Also participating in the patriotic salute
was the 200-member EKU Marching h
roons band, the Interfraternity Council, e
Panhellenic Council, the ROTC briga i,
and student religious organizations.
The linkup took about 30 minutes
complete, and Project Encirclement %
concluded with the singing of "America
Beautiful."
Parker emphasized that all EKU studedv
faculty and staff were invited to partlcipsi.
Summer Grads:
Out With Honors
Eleven graduates who received bachelor's
degrees at the 68th summer commencement
graduated with "high distinction."
They are Deborah Reed Centers, Cincinnati;
Paul Randall Collins, Sassafras, Ky.; |esse Con-
ley, Belfry, Ky.; Deland Dwight Cope, Cin-
cinnati; Marybeth Campbell Huffman, Rich-
mond; Susan Elaine Jacobs, Chagrin Falls,
Ohio; Michelle Lynn Lorette, Eminence; Karen
Michele Mason, Richmond; Henry Hall Murray,
Titusville, Fla.; Hubert N. Pack, Paintsville, and
Betty P. Unseld, Richmond.
Two recipients of the associate of arts (two-
year) degree graduated with "high distinction":
lames Harvey Evans, Frankfort, and Leroy
Powers Faulconer, London.
Eleven recipients of the bachelor's degree
graduates "with distinction":
Samuel E. Begley, London; Morris Alan
Drake, Stanton; Caria Vaughn Gray, Middles-
boro; Lola Jeannette Johnson, Berea; Angela
Lynn Combs Messer, Greer, S.C.; Robert
Walker Miller, Richmond; James Philip Moss,
Jr., Gradyville, Ky.; Rebecca Sue Newsome,
Louisville; Deborah Lee Smith, Ft. Thomas;
Madonna Lynn Spradiin, Pikeville, and joe
Allen Wilkerson, Richmond.
Associate of arts degree recipients who grad-
uated "with distinction" are Curtis Allen Akers
and Ollive C. justice, both of Pikeville.
Due to a recording error, we omitted the
names of Thomas Norvell and Barbara R.
Getman, who graduated in the spring with High
Distinction. We regret the error.
Scholarships:
Two $300 Winners
Two Eastern students have been awarded
$300 scholarships by Lexington Chapter 154,
Society of Manufacturing Engineers.
The students, officers of the EKU chapter
of the Society, are Dale Combs, Nicholasville, a
specialist in drafting and design technology, and
James Moreland, Carlisle, Ohio, a graduate stu-
dent in industrial education, specializing in in-
dustrial electronics.
Combs, chairman of the EKU chapter, is a
senior. He attended Jessamine County schools
and is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Combs
of Nicholasville.
Moreland, a graduate of Carlisle (Ohio) High
School, has a B.S. in industrial education from
Eastern. His wife, Jeanie, is a 1974 EKU grad-
uate and is a substitute teacher for Fayette
County schools.
Sponsors of the EKU chapter dre ). Homer
Davis and Dan Torbett, professors in industrial
education and technology.
For Robert Logan:
Environmental Grant
Eastern has received a $6,500 fellowship
award from the U.S. Environmental protection
Agency's Office of Water Programs Operations,
according to Dr. Edwin A. Hess, chairman of
the EKU Department of Biological Sciences.
The fellowship will be awarded to Robert
W. Logan, Frankfort, to do advanced graduate
studies toward a master of science degree in
biological sciences.
Hess said the fellowship is the first of its
kind to be awarded in this region.
He said Logan will study under Dr. Johr'.
Harley, a parasitologist in the EKU Biologll
Sciences Department. They will conduct
search on the influence of the degree and ty
of parasitism as it is related to changes of
environments of definable streams in Kentuc
"The EPA is an outgrowth of the need'o
manage our natural resources more efficieny
and to control environmental abuse that Icis
to the degradation of our land, water, air .d
personal health," Hess said.
"Fellowships of this type are most bei;-
ficial to the education of people who will hip
control our environment to the benefit of e
public," he added. I
Coop Education:
On-the-job Training
Eighty-five Eastern students worked is
summer in jobs under a Cooperative Educatn
Program that permits them to combine on-i;-
job training with classroom learning and en
academic credit for both.
Kenneth Noah, coordinator of the progr.l,
said the students were placed in businesse;n
24 Kentucky cities and in 13 cities in sev^pl
other states.
He said the students earned up to 10 ir-
cent, or 12 hours, of the required acade c
hours under a baccalaureate degree program ir
six hours, under an associate of arts (two-yi')
program, while placed on a job. Money ear d
from this employment helps the student y
for his education.
The student can work and attend classe:n
alternate semesters or he can work while v
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rolled in regular college classes, Noah said.
He said the plan "adds relevance to educa-
tion, increases student motivation and develops
maturity, orients the student to the real world
of work and provides useful employment con-
tacts. "The trainee often becomes a permanent
employee of the sponsoring company, "more
than half of them," Noah added.
The employer "is provided an excellent
source of temporary and potentially permanent
manpower," Noah said. "The plan reduces the
employer's recruitment and training costs also."
Phi Kappa Phi:
Honoring The Graduates
Nine seniors and graduate students have
been initiated into the national honor society
of Phi Kappa Phi "for demonstrating superior
scholarship and leadership in their fields of
study."
The nominees, who received the society's
key, have attained an academic standing of 3.7
or higher on a scale of 4.0 for their undergrad-
uate or graduate career or both.
The nominees are:
Rebecca S. Banner, Ashland; William S.
Hays, Hazard; Susan M. Marsh, Wellston, Ohio;
Carolyn ). B. Miles, Richmond; Frederick E.
Neal, Richmond; Amelia C. Pearce, Pewee
Valley; Yvonne Shaw, Louisville; Ernestine M.
Slusher, Pineville; Betty P. Unseld, Richmond.
Who's Who:
Outstanding Seniors
Fifty-one seniors who have displayed "out-
standing traits of scholarship, leadership and
service" have been named to "Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and
Colleges."
They were selected by a faculty committee
following nomination by the heads of their col-
leges. Their selection was given final approval
by the national "Who's Who" organization.
Each Who's Who member is listed in the or-
ganization's Blue Book. At Eastern the mem-
bers are honored in a special section of the
Milestone, student yearbook, and on Honors
Day in May.
The EKU students listed in Who's Who in-
! eluded:
lannette Abel, Yellow Springs, Ohio; Carol
Jan Augustine, Lancaster; Karen Bailey, Shelby-
ville; Beth Bakos, Newark, Ohio; Ann Mattingly
'Bertrand, Richmond; Margaret Elizabeth
! Bausch, Lexington; Sally Blake, Richmond.
Cathy Ann Brumbaugh, Englewood, Ohio;
Gary Clark, Paint Lick; Jackie Clevenger, Rich-
mond; Rinnie Jo Fields, Berea; Kathlynn Frith,
Cincinnati; Lisa Fuller, Wellston, Ohio; Lisa
Gardner, Tollesboro; Gene Gibson, Midland,
Ohio; Deborah Greene, Huntington Valley, Pa.,
Stephen Hall, Crestwood; Rebecca Hanner,
Russell.
David High, Dayton, Ohio; Teresa Holcomb,
Berea; Roger Hott, Circleville, Ohio; Janet
Jobe, Leitchfield; Connie Kaiser, Cincinnati;
Lawrence Lambert Kelly, Richmond; Luann
' Kline, Sharon, Wise; Rhonda Maners, Williams-
town; Joy Mefford, Owensboro; Kathi Monn,
Dayton, Ohio; judity Ann Monroe, Lexington;
Taylor Moore, Monticello.
Charles Quay Morrison, Lancaster, Pa.;
Susan Nelson, Willingboro, N.J.; Nancy Perkins,
I Johnstown, Ohio; Gracia Pope, Nicholasville;
Debra L. Rowlett, Richmond; Cynthia Leigh
Richardson, Berea; Greg Rowe, Richmond;
Linda Carol Ruf, Richmond; Kathy Ruffley,
Pat Grundman, a sophomore child care major from Elkhorn City, entertains two three-year olds,
Haggin Miller (right) and Bryan Moser in the Child Development Center. The Center is operated for
the children of EKU faculty members, students, and administrative personnel by the EKU Depart-
ment of Home Economics and is used also for training teachers of young children.
Richmond; Benita Sabie, Bedford; Emily
Sanders, Frankfort.
Arthur Sciubba, Havertown, Pa.; Susan
Sears, Owensboro; Karen Shipp, Richmond;
Phillip Shepherd, Richmond; Deidre Smith,
Finchville; Terry Stoddard, Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio; Diana Jane Taylor, Augusta; Deborah
Thomas, Louisville; Thomas Eugene Zimmer,
Dayton, Ohio; Diana Zurface, Wilmington,
Ohio.
Child Development:
A Center Of Learning
Teaching young children and their teachers
at the same time is the concept behind the
Child Development Center at Eastern, which is
providing nursery school experience for seven
three-year-olds.
"The program focuses on the total child in
four areas of development - social, emotional,
physical and educational," said Center director
Marilyn Whitaker.
"The Center is also used for training teach-
ers of young children and for guided laboratory
observation by students from the College of
Education and the Department of Home
Economics."
The Center, a project of the Home Eco-
nomics Department, is in operation daily from
9: 1 5 to 1 1 :45 a.m. in a spacious converted stor-
age room in the Burrier Building.
It is operated for the children of EKU facul-
ty members, students, and administrative staff
members.
The director said the Center's program "in-
cludes two teaching strategies. First, theme
teaching, which coincides well with calendar ac-
tivities and suggestions, such as Fall, Columbus
Day, Halloween, and others. Second, learning
centers, where the child is introduced to many
concepts in the language arts, mathematics,
science, art, and social studies.
"During free-choice time, the children ro-
tate between the various learning centers, which
are teacher-directed but located in an open in-
formal setting."
The youngsters are provided "many con-
crete experiences for active learning," Mrs.
Whitaker said. "They are encouraged to use a
variety of materials for exploration through ma-
nipulation and sensory interaction." They are
often visited by firemen, university personnel.
nurses, and other people working in the
community.
"Parental involvement is stressed as a vital
component of the nursery experience," the di-
rector said. "The program considers the parents
to be the first and most influential teachers the
children will have.
"To maintain effective home-school rela-
tions, parental meetings are held bi-weekly at
the Center on certain expressed interests in
child development, such as sibling rivalry, the
only child, and discipline. Parents are informed
about their children's progress and the concepts
being taught, and a newsletter is issued every
three weeks."
Phi Kappa Phi:
Tapping The Scholars
Sixty-six sophomores have been honored by
the Eastern Kentucky University Chapter of the
Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi "for demon-
strating outstanding scholastic achievement."
They were honored by the Society for at-
taining an academic grade point standing of 3.7
or higher on a scale of 4.0.
The Society is a national Key Organization
which honors, promotes, and encourages scho-
lastic excellence in all fields of academic
endeavor.
The EKU chapter president this year is
Kenneth Barksdale, acquisitions librarian at
EKU's John Grant Crabbe Library.
Last spring, 76 graduating seniors and grad-
uate students were initiated into the society;
however, the active membership at Eastern con-
sists mainly of faculty and staff members.
The honorees and their majors at Eastern
are:
Joni M. Adams, physical education, Charles-
ton, West Virginia; Kim M. Allen, nursing,
Louisville; Gary P. Anderson, law enforcement,
Virgie; Mary J. Baumann, home economics. Ft.
Thomas; Angela Berry, nursing, Munfordville;
Cynthia K. Blick, business, Ft. Mitchell; Vickie
C. Bottom, undecided, Harrodsburg; Patrick
Bowles, physics, Louisville; Suzanne R.
Bowling, undecided, Richmond; James T.
Byland, biology, Muskegon, Michigan; Joseph
P. Cajka, political science. Bowling Green,
Ohio.
Rebecca C. Courtney, elementary educa-
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lion, Carrolllon; lulia A. Crow, undecided
Louisville; )uditli L. Crowe, djia processing
Winchesler; Sherri L. Dallon, elementary educa
lion, Montecillo; Linda L. Eads, political sci
encc. Cold Spring; Mary K. Eckstein, elcnicn
lary education, Louisville; Connie L. Elam
physical education. South Charleston, Ohio
Mary B. Fetter, accounting, Louisville; Kath
leen A. Flesch, nursing, Covington; Steven )
Frommeyer, agriculture. Cold Spring; )anet K
Gabehart, medical technology, Elkhorn; Marv
S. Gallagher, chemistry, Barbourville; )eanne A
Griffin, undecided, Hamilton, Ohio; Laurel )
Gritfin, undecided, Newark, Ohio; Charles A
Gruen, industrial arts. Dry Ridge; Laura A
Haydcn, physiology, Owensboro.
David D. Holmes, mathematics. Concord,
Tennessee; Raymond Hood, law enforcement,
Covington; Denise L. Hubsch, English, Louis-
ville; Linda L. luctt, elementary education,
Williamstown; Stephen R. Kees, chemistry. Ft.
Wright; Samuel E. King, law enforcement,
Burnside; Sandra L. LeCompte, music, Easton,
Ohio; Donna M. Lear, accounting, Mason, Ohio;
Christopher L. Lilley, criminal justice,
Lexington.
Jayne L. Martin, medical assistance, Louis-
ville; Phyllis A. McKeehan, undecided, Frank-
fort; Debra K. McNeese, music, Louisville;
Richard Moher, political science, Ft. Thomas;
Barbara S. Moore, music, Frankfort; Mary A.
Mulcahey, pshchology, Ft. Wright; Richard
Norfleet, chemistry, Cynthiana; Belle F. Nunn
undecided, Valley Station; Sharon D. Parris
elementary education, Frankfort; Donna F
Pelley, mathematics, Lexington; Margaret E
Pence, elementary education, Cincinnati, Ohio
William B. Redwine, law enforcement, Evarts
Karen ). Robinson, business education. Lex
ington; Tine E. Scjjoewe, broadcasting, White
field. New Hampshire; |ohn H. Schutte, unde
cided, Xenia, Ohio; Gregory A. Sexton, pre
pharmacy, Richmond; Stella M. Short, biology
Irvine; John B. Smith, pre-medical. Paint Lick,
Sarah D. Staples, biology. Furnace; |ill E.
Steger, elementary education, Florence; Terry
A. Taylor, iournalism, Hagar; )ane E. Terry,
music, Lexington; Thomas M. Troth, music,
Lynchburg; Sarah B. Walker, nursing, Lexing-
ton; Anna G. Walters, medical technology,
Munfordville; Ethel C. Watts, home economics
education, Waynesburg; Kathey |. Wilson,
dietetics, Faubush; Valya L. Wilson, undecided,
Ashland; Linda M. Wooley, nursing, Lebanon;
Robin A. Young, art, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Nursing AA's:
Capped In Pikeville
Twenty students in Eastern's associate of
arts nursing program were capped at Pikeville
College Friday (Oct. 24). They are enrolled at
Pikeville for general education and supporting
science courses.
This nurse-education program is part of an
eight-county cooperative project conducted by
Eastern to keep nursing students in their home
area for clinical experience and work, Mrs.
Charlotte Denny, associate dean of the EKU
College of Allied Health and Nursing, said.
The 20 students received their clinical ex-
perience in nursing at Methodist Hospital, Pike-
ville, under the direction of Miss Sara Rawlings,
and EKU instructor. "They are Eastern stu-
dents and their nursing courses are taught by
Eastern faculty," Mrs. Denny said. Mrs. Paulina
Sloan, coordinator of the two-year associate de-
gree program, provides their first semester
classes and directs clinical experience.
Dr. Marvin "Pete" Thompson (left), associate professor of biological science, receives the Conser'
tion Educator of the Year Award from Governor Julian Carroll. Thompson has been involved
various conservation measures during his eight years on the faculty.
Dr. Marvin Thompson:
Conservation Educator
Dr. Marvin (Pete) Thompson, associate pro-
fessor of biological sciences has won the title of
Conservation Educator of the Year in the Gov-
ernor's Conservation Achievement Award
Program.
Thompson and nine winners in other cate-
gories were presented plaques at an awards ban-
quet at Louisville by Governor Julian Carroll.
They were honored "for outstanding achieve-
ments in natural resource conservation."
The program is sponsored by the Kentucky
Wildlife Federation Foundation, an affiliate of
the League of Kentucky Sportsmen.
The purpose of the program is "to further
the proper utilization and management of the
natural resources" of the state through greater
knowledge of conservation efforts and recogni-
tion of those who contribute to natural re-
source welfare.
Conservation activities by Thompson have
included work in establishing a major in en-
vironmental resources at Eastern, assistance in
establishing a student chapter of the Wildlife
Society, work in management of "urban" wild-
life on the campus, participation in the annual
U.S. breeding bird census, a program on mam-
mals at a field identification workshop, manage-
ment of Audubon films at EKU, and develop-
ment of a wildlife habitat improvement pro-
gram on his own land.
Dr. Heino Luts:
In Cancer Research
Dr. Heino A. Luts, professor of chemistry
has been informed by the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare's Drug Develop-
ment Branch that one of his synthesized com-
pounds "has confirmed anti-tumor activity."
The HEW Branch is located at the National
Cancer Institute, Washington, D.C. Its letter to
Dr. Luts informed him that testing showed that
his compound closes the protein sythesis in the
cell and the cancer cannot grow.
Concerning possible future research on his
synthesized compound. Dr. Luts said, "T
new discovery will take time and money to (
velop it to the point of usefulness or to provf,
to be another unsuccessful lead." Without tf
he said, his discovery will be "at the wor,
forgotten."
He said the required money is not availal:
at this time unless it comes from governmc
sources.
Dr. Luts went to Finland last year unde
Fulbright-Hays lectureship to lecture on b
chemistry. He extended his stay abroad, visilil
10 European countries and speaking on t:
U.S. educational system and its anti-cancer le •
ing program. He was selected to lecture in F
land by the Council for International Exchan
of Scholars and the U.S. Department of Sta,
He has more than 26 years of chemical
search experience and has worked as chem;
for leading pharmaceutical companies in t
U.S. He owned and operated an independi;
research laboratory for 10 years in Mississip
He has served as an assistant professor at i:
University of Mississippi and is the author
'
numerous articles in national chemical journ;,
Dr. Herman Bush:
Leading Health Educators
Dr. Herman Bush, chairman of the Depa-
ment of School and Public Health has be I
elected to the highest chain of offices in I!
American School Health Association. He v)l
serve as vice president in 1975-76, preside
elect in 1976-77, and president in 1977-78.
The primary aim of the Association isl)
promote health in public schools and insti
tions of higher learning. Programs deal prim;!-
ly with health instruction, health services al
school environment.
The ASHA is the only national organizatii
promoting a comprehensive approach to schd
health and has a membership of more thi
13,000 made up of persons working primar'
in schools as health educators, nurses, phy-
cians and health coordinators. Dr. Bush said.
He has served the ASHA as editor of V-
Journal of School Health, a member of t;
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Joverning Council, a member of the Executive
Committee, chairman of the President's Com-
nittee to Study Association Governance, and
;haiiman of the Council of State Delegates.
He is serving as president of the Kentucky
Association, chairman-elect of the health educa-
ion section of the Association, a member of
he Kentucky School Health Advisory Council,
ind a member of the Lake Cumberland Area
lealth Education System Consortium. He was
o-director of the new K-6 Kentucky Health
education Guide.
)r. Ralph White:
A Journal Editor
Dr. Ralph White, professor of special educa-
ion, has been appointed associate editor of the
lational journal, "Exceptional Children."
This is the main journal of the Council for
Exceptional Children and has a circulation of
5,000.
Dr. White is president-elect of the Division
if Mental Retardation of the Council and is a
(lember of the Program Advisory Committee
or the international CEC convention to be held
n Chicago next April.
)r. Charles Helfrich:
Publishing In Geology
The Geological Society of America has
ecently released a major publication by Dr.
Charles T. Helfrich, associate professor of
eology. The paper is Volume 161 of a Special
'aper Series published by GSA on selected
opics.
Helfrich's research concerns the occurrence
f a group of microfossils called conodonts
ssociated with a 1,000 foot sequence of rocks
f the Silurian Period along the western edge of
be Appalachian Mountains.
According to Helfrich, the rocks of this
:quence were deposited in a tropical sea
nvironment which occupied parts of Virginia,
/est Virginia and Maryland approximately 425
lillion years ago. Helfrich has established a
onal scheme based on the changes in the
lorphological relationships of conodont fossils
'ithin the Middle and Upper Silurian Period.
The zonal scheme will serve as a standard
)r other geologists working with rocks of
milar age in North America. At present
elfrich is continuing his work in micropalen-
)logy in eastern Kentucky and is expanding his
iterests to include plant fossils in coal.
1 Music:
Wehr And Houser
Dr. David A. Wehr, associate professor of
usic and director of choral activities, has been
lected for his ninth annual award by the
merican Society of Composers, Authors and
iblishers (ASCAP).
The 1974-75 award is based on the "unique
estige value of his published works" for
lorus and organ, and on the number of
irformances given his compositions, the
jciety reported.
He is one of a group of composers affiliated
ith churches, colleges and universities
iroughout the country to receive an award
^signed to assist and encourage writers of
rious music, ASCAP added.
Roy Houser, professor of music, was grant-
l a fellowship to audit musical events at
Instructor Colleen Giesting, foreground, demonstrates a ballet technique to Phil Tracy (left) and
other students in the dance class. The Cincinnati Ballet spent 2/2 days on campus, teaching and
performing for university students. The residency was sponsored by the EKU Center Board with the
assistance of the Kentucky Arts Commission and the National Endowment for the Arts.
Tanglewood, the Berkshire Music Center, dur-
ing August.
Tanglewood is the summer home of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra and the location
of its summer programs, the Berkshire Festival
and the Music Center. The fellowship program
is designed to meet the needs of young musi-
cians who have completed most of their formal
training and are active performers.
The eighth edition of the International
Who's Who in Music and Musician's Dictionary
to be published in Cambridge, England, in the
winter of 1976 will carry biographical informa-
tion on Roy Houser, professor of woodwinds.
Houser, who came to Eastern in 1974 from
the University of Colorado, Boulder, has played
with many symphony orchestras and had solo
performances recorded. He received his school-
ing from the Eastman School of Music, Colum-
bia University, and the University of Illinois.
His latest honors and musical prizes include
the International Peace Garden Festival, 1974;
Stratford Music Festival, Ontario, 1973; Black
Hills Music Festival, 1972-73, and Teachers
Performance Institute, 1970-71.
In Art:
Halbrooks & Whitcopf
Painting instructor Darryl Halbrooks was
the winner of the $1,000 Kentucky Purchase
Award in the 4th Appalachian Corridors Ex-
hibition in Charleston West Va. The Exhibition
was open to artists from 13 states in the
appalachian region.
Halbrooks' award was given for his Acrylic
Painting entitled "Foiled Again". The Exhibit
will be open to the public until July 6 at the
Charleston Art Gallery.
Dennis Whitcopf, instructor of art, has been
awarded the $500 Robert Cook Enlow Memo-
rial Purchase Award at the annual Mid-States
Exhibit, EvansviUe. Ind., for his limestone
sculpture entitled "Pegged Block."
He won the same award last year. His
second entry this year won an honorable
mention.
Russell Blanchard, EKU commercial design
instructor, also won an honorable mention.
EKU art instructors Ron Isaacs and Darryl
Halbrooks also participated in the exhibit.
In Poetry:
Sharon Brown McConnell
Sharon Brown McConnell, supervisor of the
John Wilson Townsend Room in the Crabbe
Library, has won the first place award in the
annual contest of the Kentucky State Poetry
Society.
She received the cash award at the annual
meeting of the Society at Cumberland Falls
State Park in October. Her poem, "content-
ment," was the winner of the award.
Dr. Alfred Patrick:
A Shorthand Text
Dr. Alfred Patrick, chairman of the Depart-
ment of Business Education and Office Ad-
ministration, is the co-author of a collegiate
shorthand textbook published recently by
South-Western Publishing Co.
Dr. Patrick said the textbook, "Century 21
Shorthand-Dictation/Transcription Projects,"
features a new shorthand system "which repre-
sents a significant improvement from the stand-
point of ease of learning and transcribing."
Remember . . .
Alumni Day May 8
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Sports
No. 1 Noseguard:
Junior's An Ail-American
lunior Hardin, Eastern Kentucky Univer-
sity's All-Ohio Valley Conference senior nose-
guard, took a page out of fellow former
Lexington Bryan Station High School athlete
and EKU leammalc Everett "Poo-Loo" Tal-
bert's book when he was recently selected to
the first-team Associated Press Ail-American
team.
A second honor came Hardin's way Tuesday
when he was also named to the 1975 Kodak
Ail-American College Division team by the
American Football Coaches Association.
Hardin, who stands 6-1 and weighs 235, was
moved from defensive tackle to middle guard
this past season, when AII-OVC noseguard Stan
Roberts finished his senior season last year at
Eastern.
Responding with ease to his new assign-
ment, Hardin was fourth on the squad in
tackles and assists with a total of 104 hits
(53-41), although missing one game completely.
He also was third in the league in the catagory
of tackling the ball carrier for losses when he
stopped the runner 15 times for losses totaling
1 1 4 yards.
"Junior's ability to play noseguard as well as
he did, after working only in the spring and fall
practices at that position, is a tribute to his
dedication and hard work," said EKU head
coach Roy Kidd.
Hardin played two other positions at East-
ern, including linebacker parttime as a freshman
and defensive tackle where he was named to the
AII-OVC team last season.
He was named OVC Defensive Player of the
Week three times in his career at Eastern,
including twice this past year in EKU's wins
over East Tennessee and Western Kentucky.
"Junior has been the heart of our defense
for the last two years. He was double-teamed in
almost every game and still finished as one of
our leading tacklers. We will truly miss him
next year and believe he is very deserving of his
Ail-American recognition," Kidd said.
Hardin joins Talbert, a 5-10 junior who
made first-team AP Ail-American as a sopho-
more last year, and Wally Chambers, a 6-6
All-Pro defensive tackle with the National
Football League's Chicago Bears and a '72 EKU
graduate, as recent Eastern first-team Ail-
Americans.
Robyn Hatley, a 6-2, 230-pound senior
offensive tackle from Jersey City, N.j., also
received recognition by being named to the
AP's honorable mention Ail-American squad
for the second straight year. Hatley was also a
repeater on the AII-OVC team this season.
Football Awards:
Seniors Are Honored
Senior All-Ohio Valley Conference selec-
tions. Junior Hardin and Robyn Hatley, came
junior Hardin, EKU's newest Ail-American
sacked the Dayton quarterback during their
clash at Hanger Field last September. Hardin
made both the Associated Press and the Kodak
All-American teams.
away with two awards each as Eastern Univer-
sity held its annual football awards banquet.
Hardin, a 6-1, 235-pound noseguard from
Lexington and a two-time AII-OVC performer,
was recipient of the Most Valuable Defense
Lineman and Most Valuable Player on defense
awards, while Robyn Hatley, a 6-2, 230-pound
tackle from jersey City, N.J., and also a
repeater on the AII-OVC squad, took the Most
Valuable Offensive Lineman and Most Valuable
Player on Offense awards.
Hardin was also recently selected a first-
team All-American choice on the 1975 Asso-
ciated Press College Division honor squad, the
same team EKU's Everett "Poo-Loo" Talbert
made as a sophomore tailback last season.
Hatley received honorable mention on that
honor team this year for the second straight
season.
Other major awards went to junior AII-OVC
split-end Elmo Boyd, a 6-0, 190-pound native
of Troy, Ohio — Most Valuable Offensive Back;
senior linebacker Damon Shelor, a 6-0, 215-
pounder from Louisville - Most Valuable De-
fensive Back; senior defensive end Tim
Kinduell, a 6-2, 215-pound native of Park Hills
- 1 10 per cent award.
Other first-team AII-OVC selections recog-
nized at the banquet were 5-11, 185-pound
freshman tailback Scott McCallister of Titus-
ville, Fla., and 6-1, 210-pound junior guard Joe
Alvino of Franklinville, N.J,
Paul Dietzel, Commissioner of the OVC,
served as guest speaker for the event.
EKU head coach Roy Kidd and his staff
directed the Colonels to their second straight
eight-win season, finishing with an 8-2-1 overall
record and 5-2-0 loop mark.
Win Eight Again:
Colonels Set Records
Eastern Kentucky University closed its 19
football season with almost an identical rccc
as the Colonels compiled in 1974 but yet fail
to cop the Ohio Valley Conference title it w
last year.
Eastern finished with an 8-2-I overall r^
ord, but those two losses came back-to-ba
during the season to OVC teams Murray St.
and Tennessee Tech and knocked coach R
Kidd's squad out of the top spot in l
conference and a possible berth in the NCA/
Division II playoffs.
The Colonels ended conference play I.
weekend with a 17-9 victory over Morehe
State to give them a final 5-2 OVC recoi
which placed EKU third behind co-champio
Tennessee Tech and Western Kentucky at 6
"Certainly, when you have an 8-2-1 reco
for a season, you have to be pleased," Ki
said. "But at the same lime, when you lo
back and see what kind of year it might ha
been, you become very disappointed."
Fourteen school or OVC records were eitl
broken or tied during the '75 year, includir
Individual
^y Most touchdowns scored in a single gat
(tied)-OVC and EKU record-Stan Mitchell,
vs. Ashland College.
yj Most yards rushing in a single game
EKU record-Stan Mitchell, 252, vs. Ashia
College.
s/ Most touchdown passes thrown in
single game (tied)-EKU record-Ernie Hou
4, vs. Austin Peay.
\/ Most points scored by kick in a sin)
season-EKU record-Earl Cody, 56.
x/ Most field goals in a career-EKU n,
ord-Earl Cody, 23.
•J Most points scored by kick in a caree
EKU record-Earl Cody, 134.
sj Most kickoffs returned in a career-EK
record-John Revere, 57.
x/ Most yards on kickoffs returned in
career-EKU record— John Revere, 1 ,2 1 2.
Team
\J Most first downs in a single game-EK
and OVC record-33, vs. Wisconsin-Oshkos
33.
V Most first downs rushing in a sinf
game-lied OVC and set EKU record-23, >
Ashland College.
V Most first downs rushing in a season
OVCand EKU record-133.
|
n/ Most yards rushing in a season—EK
record-2,685.
V Least net yards rushing by opponent ir
single game-EKU record-10, vs. Austin Pea:
s/ Most wins in a season (tied)—EKU re
ord— 8, in nine different seasons.
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Repeat Champs:
Women Spikers Tops
As coach Dr. Geri Polvino had carefully
lanned, Eastern Kentucky University's worn-
n's volleyball team grasped their second
traight Region II championship of the Associa-
lon of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
/\IAW) tournament at Memphis State.
Eastern defeated the University of Ken-
ucky, 2-0 (15-5, 15-5) and the University of
lorth Carolina-Chapel Hill, 2-1 (14-16, 15-4,
5-2) in the finals to win the title.
Coach Polvino thought the team's "con-
istency" in performance was the most preva-
;nt factor in Eastern's winning the regional
itie.
"They played very intelligently. They were
hinking all the time and knew when to change
rem a hard attack to a soft attack, automati-
ally," said Dr. Polvino about her girls.
Polvino also pointed out that 51 percent of
;KU's points were a result of spiking and side
luts "which showed EKU had a strong offen-
ive line."
About her players. Dr. Polvino praised
.ynne Morris the most, "In the spiking and
ide-out scores, Lynne got 20 per cent. She was
he key player for Eastern during the regional
;ames."
After winning the regional, Eastern qualified
or the AIAW Nationals, at Princeton, N.|.
vhere the women won 1 and lost 4 matches.
Outstanding in Field:
Hockey Team Wins State
The Champs — Again!
The defending Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women Region II champion Eastern
Kentucky University women's volleyball team members are, front row, from left: Mary Onan,
manager, senior, Springfield; Kim Shibinski, freshman, Lima, Ohio; Jeanne Magnuson, sophomore,
Louisville; Margie Heise, senior, Bellevue; Carol Berberich, sophomore, Florence; Debbie Niles,
freshman, Louisville; Linda Nelson, sophomore, Hamilton, Ohio; Sherry Yaeger, manager,
sophomore, Finchville. Second row: )ane Fortney, manager, sophomore, Springfield, Ohio; )ody
Lambert, graduate assistant; Kenova, W. Va.; Donna Hall, freshman, Louisville; Paula Tipton,
freshman. Park Hills; Evy Abell, freshman, Louisville; Velma Lehmann, junior, Covington; Bernie
Kok, senior, Louisville; Mary Proctor, freshman, Louisville; Cathy Brumbaugh, senior, Englewood,
Ohio; Marcia Mueller, Junior, Louisville; Lynne Morris, senior, Reading, Ohio; head coach Geri
Polvino.
The Kentucky state champion Eastern Ken-
ucky University women's field hockey team
:nded its 1975 season with a fourth place finish
n the regional tournament and an outstanding
1
2-3-1 record.
"It is one of the most successful seasons
ive've had at Eastern," said EKU coach Peggy
itanaland as she assessed her team's play.
I
"Our six starting seniors have been able to
!ive depth and experience to the team. The
luality of our play was exceptional," Dr.
itanaland recalled with pride.
Stanaland plans to start next season with an
;arly spring practice — a "stick-refreshing"
ession during the latter part of March through
he middle of April.
The team will start its regular training
>rogram at the beginning of the 1976 fall
emester." The training next season should
mphasize the stick-work, foot-work, and posi-
ioning, rather than endurance," Dr. Stanaland
)ointed out.
I Six players were seniors on this year's team,
vhich could influence Eastern's strength in the
uture.
"Though I do care for the position vacancies
ifter they leave, I care more for the good
personalities they bring to the team. And this is
he greatest loss we'll have to face next season,"
iaid Dr. Stanaland.
These six seniors are: Barbara Lisehora
Center Forward); Karen Kolesar (Left Inner);
Barbara Bowman (Left Halfback); Linda Ruf
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(Right Halfback); Barbara Kibler (Left Half-
back); and Terri McQuire (Goalie).
Women's Tennis:
Netters Finish 5th
Finishing fifth in the Kentucky Women's
Intercollegiate Conference Tournament, EKU's
women's tennis team ended its season with a
7-3 record.
Eastern's Melissa Milar and Nancy Edge
advanced to the doubles' final in the Kentucky
State Tournament.
This is the seventh consecutive winning
season for Eastern since 1969.
Eastern's coach. Dr. Martha Mullins, said it
was a different task to coach this year's team
than in season's past. "Our team is so inexperi-
enced, most of the time we were completely
outmanned."
"But each member made a considerable
effort to hold on to their position. They tried
very hard to do their best," noted Dr. Mullins.
Regardless of the final totals in the Ken-
tucky state tournament. Dr. Mullins thought
her team had a successful year this year.
Dr. Mullins plans to have a tryout next
spring during the third week of March to get
ready for the next season. Anyone interested in
joining the women's tennis team is welcomed to
sign up and will have a chance to practice with
the team.
Towering Transfer:
White Inks EKU Pact
Eastern head basketball coach Bob Mulcahy
has announced the signing of 6-11 Vi junior
college transfer Mike White to a national
letter-of-intent.
White, who completed his freshman season
at Gadsden Alabama State Junior College and
who must sit out this season at EKU as a
red-shirt, is a native of Columbus, Ohio, and the
18-year old son of Mrs. Martha White of that
city.
A graduate of Columbus South High School,
White was a second-team All-City selection his
senior season and led his high school to the
AAA state runnerup position his junior year.
"This coming year will be very beneficial to
Mike in that he will be on a weight program to
gain additional agility and strength," said EKU
assistant coach Ed Byhre. "Mike has grown
more than two inches in the past year and will
add a different dimension to our team next
year."
White started at center for Gadsden last
year.
"We are pleased that a player with Mike's
attitude and potential has decided to play at
Eastern." said Mulcahy.
OVC Tournament
IVIarch 4-5
Bowling Green
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Economics Department:
Surveying The Grads
The Economics Dcparimeni has conducted
a survey of 1969-1973 graduates of Eastern's
College of Business in order to evaluate the eco-
nomics curriculum as well as learn some things
about the graduates' job experiences.
The survey was directed by Dr. Robert R.
Sharp and assisted by Shih Tung Huang and
Sandrae K. Sanders, both former graduate assis-
tants in the economics department.
That part ol the survey dealing directly with
economics majors revealed that all were em-
ployed in jobs related to their major area of
study and working in such occupations as cor-
poration financial analysts, government re-
search analysts, manufacturing and construc-
tion supervisors, industrial procurement agents,
and teaching.
The median starting salary received by the
economics majors during the survey period was
$8,500 and the median current salary was
$11,000. Salaries for the College of Business as
a whole (all majors together) ranged a little low-
er, the median starting salary being $7850 and
median current salary $10,530.
The majority of those economics majors sur-
veyed found jobs within a 100 mile radius of
Eastern, made their initial contact with their
eventual employer by sending out resumes to
selected firms, and regarded the 'interview' as
the single most important factor responsible for
their getting the job with 'specialized training'
and 'grades' second and third respectively in
importance.
As a result of the curriculum evaluation, the
Economics Department has re-introduced Busi-
ness Cycles in their course offerings, plans to
offer an undergraduate level course in Man-
agerial Economics, and obtained some impor-
tant information useful for revamping the con-
tent of existing courses so as to give greater
emphasis to economic tools in greatest need by
graduates.
CPA Recipients:
Seven Make It
Seven EKU graduates received the Certified
Public Accountant Certificate at a recent
awards night in Louisville.
They are Claude William Dye, '73, )udy L.
IMurphy, '72 MBA '74, George D. Pierce, '72
MBA '74, Austin T. Kring, Jr., '68, Mary W.
Shore, '71, Douglas Y. Oliver, '67, and Dennis
S. Raisor, '71.
Five other alumni have passed the CPA
examination and will be awarded the certificate
upon completion of the experience require-
ment: William Y. Culbertson, '74, Timothy C.
Dullaghan, '74, Stephen W. Dutschke, '73,
Donald E. |aynes, '72, and Barbara B. Myers,
'72.
Class Notes:
KATHLEEN TRIMBLE STUBBLEFIELD.
'17, retired last year after teaching first grade
for 56 years.
MABLE KUNKEL, '24, recognized by the
University of Kentucky and Eastern for her ex-
ceptional service to education and excellence in
Mr. ). W. "Spider" Thurman (center) accepts a charcoal portrait from Mr. lames Walters while Et
Alumni Association president, Shannon Johnson looks on. Thurman was honored at an alun
executive council reunion luncheon recently for his 1 3 years of service to the association.
"Spider" Thurman, '41 MA '51 : A Surprise Reunion
). W. "Spider" Thurman, '41 MA '51,
Director of Alumni Affairs since 1962
was surprised by a reunion luncheon in
his honor November 8 organized by pres-
ent and past Alumni Council members.
SHANNON lOHNSON, '61 MA '65,
president of the EKU Alumni Associa-
tion, presided over the meeting and
) AMES E. WALTERS, '46 MA '52, a past
vice-president of the association, present-
ed a charcoal portrait to Mr. Thurman.
A past chairman of the joint Alumni
Council of Kentucky, Thurman was an
Ail-American football star at Eastern
Kentucky State Teachers College in t
early forties.
Before coming to Eastern in 1962,
was a teacher and coach at Clay Coun
High School where he led his basketb
team into Kentucky's Sweet Sixteen i:
out of twelve years there.
Some 40 present and former coun
members and their wives gathered to p'
tribute to EKU's alumni ambassador. Sa
Thurman, "Usually these things are h£
when a person is getting ready to retii
... or be retired, and I didn't think I h
plans to do that!"
teaching, the latter a centennial award.
ARTHUR I. LLOYD, '34, now retired after
44 years in the Wayne County Schools, 31 of
which were served as principal of Wayne Coun-
ty High School.
ISAAC NEWTON OAKES, '35, recipient of
the Dahlonega-Lumpkin County Chamber of
Commerce award for Outstanding Community
Development will appear in the 1975 edition of
"Outstanding Americans In The South."
COL. |OHN C. SPARROW, '35, now retired
from the military and working as Director of
Veterans Programs, )ohn F. Kennedy Univer-
sity in Orina, California.
ELLA RAY HASTIE OAKES, '36, has been
selected for inclusion in the third edition of
The World Who's Who of Women.
EDMOND HESSER, '38, now associate di-
rector of cub scouting for the Boy Scouts of
America after 37 years with the organization.
MARGARET STEELE FIFE, '38, restoring
her 19th century mansion, Chaumiere Du
Prairie, near Nicholasvllle. The dwelling, parts
of which were built in 1796 has seen the III;
of Thomas Jefferson, lames Monroe, Zach;'
Taylor, Andrew Jackson and Aaron Burr.
HISE TUDOR, '38, now retired as princii
of Edgewood Elementary School in Browi
County, Florida, after 19 years at the he!
,
Said a local paper, "He's Middle America, O'
fashioned, solid, and proud of it."
WILSON ASHBY, '39, named the Outstar
ing Business Educator in Alabama for 1975
the Alabama Business Education Associatic.
CAROLA B. SCHMIDT, '40, now retir
after 33 years in teaching, the last 24 with I
North Canton, Ohio, schools.
HANSFORD W. FARRIS, '41 , writing al
hosting a television series, "Future Withe;
Shock: The Engineer in Modern Society'
which is being produced by the University
Michigan Television Center for natioi
distribution.
His wife, VERA|UNE, '42, has served
president of the University of Michigan Facul:
Women's Club and is active in the Natior
Farm & Garden organization.
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DR. Z. S. DICKERSON, JR., '42, head, De-
lartment of Business Education and Office Ad-
ninistration at IVladison (VA) College . . . now
iresident of the National Business Education
Association. At Madison since 1958, he is the
mmediate past president of the National Asso-
iation for Business Teacher Education, recip-
ent of IVladison College's Alumni Distinguished
"acuity Award, the Southern Business Educa-
ion Association's Distinguished Business Edu-
ation Award and has served as a member of
he National Professional Advisory Committee
or Business and Office Education.
His wife, MILDRED (CORTNEY), '42, is
oordinator of the early childhood education
irogram at Madison and a past secretary of the
louthern Association of Children Under Six.
DOROTHY ADAMS HOWELL, '42, now re-
ired after 32 years in Erlanger-Elsmere
ichools, 26 as principal of Howell Elementary
ichool.
RACHEL BINDER, '42, a national vice-
hairman for the Daughters of the American
{evolution, north central division.
ICIE JOHNSON, '47, now retired after 46
'ears of educational service the most recent to
he Fayette County Schools.
ROY S. STEVENS, '49, named executive
ice-president of the University of North Ala-
lama. After receiving the "Faculty Member of
he Year" award in 1964, he was appointed
'ice-president for Financial Affairs, later to
'ice-president for administrative and financial
iffairs until his present post.
JULIAN SHAW, '49, recipient of the Free-
lorn Foundation's Schoolmen Medal, in recog-
lition of his individual contribution to a better
inderstanding of American democracy. He is
issistant superintendent of Polk County (Fla.)
ichools.
DAVID and DOROTHY KEMP, '49, in Cin-
;innati where he retired medically after 24
/ears of teaching and is working part-time for
he Reds and Bengals . . . she teaches music and
s conductor of the Powell Crosley |r. YMCA
iemi-Professional Concert Band.
CDR. EVERETT G. BROWN, SC, USN, '49,
low retired after 26 years with the Navy . . .
warded the Navy Commendational Medal for
outstanding service as Comptroller, Headquar-
;ers Naval District in Washington. He was pre-
/iously awarded the Joint Service Commenda-
ion Medal for outstanding service at the Head-
luarters. Defense Supply Agency, and the Meri-
orious Service Medal for outstanding service as
Commander of the U.S. Naval Forces Southern
Command.
WILLIAM RIGGS, JR., '52, completing 22
/ears as teacher, the last eight as Director of
\thletics for Florida Air Academy, the largest
Private military boarding school in the south.
' IMOGENE JOHNSON, '53, appointed coun-
'.elor and assistant to the dean of students at
'ikeville College, after being named Teacher of
he Year at Pikeville High School.
• HARRY L. ELLIOTT, '53, retired as a
ieutenant colonel from the Army and working
is a staff services assistant to the Commissioner
')f Credit Unions in Austin, Texas.
ROBERT C. BUCKLEY, '54, now president
ind chief operating officer of Applied Data Re-
.earch Services, Inc., of Vienna, Virginia, an in-
'ernational computer software firm servicing
he federal government and commercial clients
'n the greater Washington, D.C., area as well.
' WILLIAM R. MURPHY, '56, promoted to
.upervisor of profit sharing for the Brown &
IVilliamson Tobacco Company of Louisville.
GERALD PIERSALL, '56 MA '64, named
'ice-president of finance, controller, and secre-
Isaac Newton Oakes, '35
tary to the Board of Directors of the Lykes-
Pasco Packing Company, Inc., of Dade City,
Florida.
MOSSIE A. FORE, '56, now retired in
Springfield, Ohio, after 37 years of teaching.
BOBBY JOE WHITAKER, '56, appointed
superintendent of Montgomery County Schools
which merged this year with the Mt. Sterling
Independent School district.
LUCILLE L. HYSINGER, '57, teaching re-
tarded children in Ml. Vernon with the Cum-
berland River Mental Health & Mental Retarda-
tion Association after teaching some 47 years
for the Rockcastle County and Mt. Vernon
Schools.
G. MIKE McCALL, '58, now coordinator of
profit planning for the Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Company of Louisville.
LT. COL. CM. FYFFE, '58, presently as-
signed to special project office. Supreme Head-
quarters, Allied Powers Europe in Belgium as
chief of the command and control branch.
DR. JERRY C. SUTKAMP, '59, currently
chief of staff at St. Luke Hospital in Ft.
Thomas and practicing bariatric medicine and
allergy.
CHESTER TURNER, '59, living in Erianger
and serving as president of the Kentucky Asso-
ciation of Secondary School Principals.
HAROLD and VERNA LAFUZE BELL,
'60, in Blacksburg, Virginia, where he is asso-
ciate professor of chemistry at Virginia Tech.
This summer, he taught a short course on mag-
netic resonance at Quito, Equador, under the
sponsorship of the Organization of American
States.
DR. LARRY D. STANLEY, '61, named act-
ing director of Southeast Community College at
Cumberland, one of thirteen community col-
leges in the UK system. He had been on the
staff of the University of Kentucky Community
College system since 1967.
PAUL HAGER, '62, now Director of Test-
ing and Special Services at Berea College follow-
ing his PhD. from UK ... wife MARTHA
(JOY), '59, is Director of Physical Education
for Women at Berea.
DR. FRANK DOUGLAS SCUTCHFIELD,
'63, has been named associate dean for Aca-
demic Affairs in the College of Community
Health Sciences at the University of Alabama.
He had been serving as chairman of the Division
of Family and Community Medicine. In his new
Dr. Wilson Ashby, '39
position he will exercise general administrative
supervision and coordination of the academic
programs of the college, including continuing
education allied health, nursing and Family
Practice Center programs.
BOB NORDHEIM, '63, a marketing special-
ist for the Shenandoah Life Insurance Company
of Roanoke, Virginia, has been awarded the
Chartered Life Underwriter designation at the
national conferment exercises in Boston.
DOUG P. BLANKENSHIP, '64, owner of a
real estate syndicate and consultant firm in Los
Angeles . . . and senior transportation research-
er and project manager of marketing of Orange
County Transit District.
ANN GORDON SCOTT PORTER, '64,
elected president of the Kentucky Home Eco-
nomics Teachers Association. A home eco-
nomics teacher at Mason County High, she is
adviser to the state president of the Future
Homemakers of America and served as a dele-
gate from Kentucky to the American Voca-
tional Association Convention in Anaheim,
California this past December.
ROBERT C. GORLEY, '64, now Director
of Pupil Personnel for the Boyle County Board
of Education following several years of teaching
and coaching in Danville.
CAPT. WILMA C. JOHNSON, '65, a lady on
the move . . . after joining the USAF in 1968,
she has served in Okinawa, at Andrews AFB in
Washington D.C., U-Tapoo AB in Thailand, and
is currently serving with the Royal Air Force
(High Strike Command) at High Sycombe, Eng-
land, an exchange program between the USAF/
RAF. Also, for 1 /2 years, she served as a White
House Social Aide to the President and First
Lady.
DAN WILSON, '66 MA '72, has resigned his
commission as captain in the U.S. Army to be-
come vice-president for Asset Protection of the
Lunday-Thagard Oil Company and Thagard
Technology Company. He will be responsible
for all matters pertaining to safety and security
for the company and energy research firm with
corporate headquarters in the Los Angeles area.
LARRY REES, '66, has been elected adviser
to the Dayton-Area Region of the Ohio Office
Education Association and will serve on the
state advisory committee for the Office Educa-
tion Association for the 75-76 school year.
ELLA MAE MARSHALL, '66, named
Woman of the Year for her unselfish and dedi-
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Dr. Frank Douglas Scutchfield, '63 Diane Parrish Fullenwider, '70 MA '72
catcd service to the Parksville Community in
Boyle County. She has completed 43 years of
teaching there, the last I I of which have been
in special education at the Parksville school.
RALPH H. STEVENS, '66, now practicing
law in Prestonburg following his admission to
the practice of law last year. A former chem-
istry professor at EKU, he has been counsel at
law for the Department for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection.
LINDA WARD LEWIS, '66 MA '67, pro-
moted to Head of the Publications Unit for the
International Fertility Research Program at the
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. She
was formerly an assistant professor of geology
at EKU.
RONALD L. YOUNG, '67, has been pro-
moted to vice-president and area manager in the
new Midwestern Regional division of National
Sharedata Corporation, the bank facilities man-
agement firm, a Western Union Teleprocessing
division. National Sharedata provides facilities
management services through 32 processing
centers for more than 360 banks around the
country.
DR. R. FINLEY HENDRICKSON, '68, now
practicing family medicine in Brodhead follow-
ing his graduation from the Family Practice
program this May at UK.
ELSANNA FISEL, '68, now executive sec-
retary and administrator for Jefferson Circuit
Court, Common Pleas Branch, Third Division,
in Louisville . . . the first female Circuit Court
Deputy Clerk there.
ROBERT LEE CASE, '69, with wife
ANGELA (SMITH) '68, in Ames, where he is
Director of State Planning for the stale of Iowa.
MARY ETTA YOUNG, '69, a leaching fel-
low at the University of Michigan and candidate
for the PhD. in Guidance and Counseling there.
In addition, she has been nominated to Who's
Who Among Black Americans.
RITA PRITCHETT, '70, named female
Teacher of the Year at Asbury College, Wilmore
(Ky) . . . she teaches in the physical education
department there.
DIANE PARRISH FULLENWIDER, '70
MA '72, has been elected secretary-elect of the
Kentucky Psychological Association, Spokes-
men for the 350-member Association say it is
rare for someone with a degree below the doc-
torate to be elected an officer of the group. Her
election was by mail-in ballot. She is the first
EKU graduate to serve as an officer of the
Association.
CAROL )EANET THOMAS, '71 MA '72,
has presented a series of faculty lectures at the
John Grant Crabbe Library on the Library of
Congress book classification system. Miss
Thomas, a professional librarian, is supervising
the reclassification of books in the EKU library
from the Dewey Decimal System to the Library
of Congress System.
DR. JERRY LEE PAYNTER, '71, with wife
VERLA (HELLARD), '71, in London where he
is practicing dentistry following his Doctor of
Dental Medicine from the University of Louis-
ville last May.
ROBERT B. McQUEEN, '71, living in Alex-
andria, Virginia, and serving as executive assis-
tant to Senator Walter D. Huddleston.
LILLIE D. CHAFFIN.MA '71, still publish-
ing . . . two newest books Coal: Energy and Cri-
sis and 8th Day 13th Moon, the latter her latest
book of poetry. She is presently writer-in-
residence at Pikeville College and poetry editor
for Twigs Magazine. (See page 26.)
MIKE CECIL, '72, serving as U.S. |aycee
Director for the Kentucky laycees . . . member
of the Marion County Association for Excep-
tional Children and member of the Marion
County Performing Arts Society.
JIMMY DALE WILLIAMS, '72, now prac-
ticing law with the firm of Rogers and Frey, in
Birmingham, Alabama, following his graduation
from Samford University there. A Cum Laude
graduate, he finished 1 2th in a class of 230.
Jimmy Dale Williams, '72
Ron Holihan, '72
RON, '72, and NANCY HOLIHAN, '7
back in Richmond where he has assumed th
position as assistant swim coach for the EK
Eels and head swim coach at the Modi
Laboratory School. Ron was a standout swin
mer for Coach Don Combs during his unde
graduate days.
LEWIS WILSON, '72, teaching transcer
dental meditation in in central and eastern Ker
tucky following his graduation from Maharist
International University in LaAntilla, Spair
and an advanced training resources course fc
TM teachers at MIU in Fairfield, Iowa.
RANDY NEWSOM, '72, made his Londo
debut with the Cycles Dance Company and r(
ceived outstanding reviews. Said Fernau Hall c
"The Daily Telegraph," "A solo dance by th
remarkable American performer Rand
Newsom showed a beautiful flowing line wit
excellent control of held positions and ende
well with the dancers retreating into the secur
ty of a foetal position."
DON MEADE, '73, also teaching iranscei
dental meditation on the Paintsville area follovi
ing a stint in Europe to learn the technique
His European study in the TM art took him t
Italy and Germany for two three-month stop
CHARLES V. HANSFORD, '75, was one c
100 winners in a stock market judgment cotj
lest sponsored by Value Line Investment Su
vey. New York City. Some 21,000 student
from 430 colleges participated in the contes
Stocks selected by Hansford in the conte;
gained 60.533 per cent.
CONNIE KANE, '75, now at Vanderbi
University in Nashville after graduating wit
distinction from EKU ... one of fifteen sti
dents from across the United States, appointe
to serve a 12 month Dietetic Internship then
JOSEPH ADEJUMOBI, '75, has gone hom(
thanks to local people who helped him ear
airline fare back to Nigeria after he received
master's degree last spring.
Adejumobi, who received the degree in bus
ness education, left New York on a charte
flight to his homeland. On his arrival he bega
working on his new job for the Department c
Education, Western State, Nigeria.
Following a plea, carried in news reports la;
spring, for employment to earn air fare homi
Adejumobi said, he received enough offers c
temporary jobs and contributions of cash whic
enabled him to buy space on a charter fligl"
organized by the American-African Instituti
New York.
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Angella Day Warnock, '13
Memories Of Memorial Hall Bring Her Back To Campus
Angella Day Warnock, '13, spends her
time these days in a wheel chair at the
Parkview Nursing Home in Warren, Ohio
with her friends and memories to keep
her company.
And those memories of Eastern have
gotten more vivid with time.
As Angella Day, she came to Eastern
in 1907 at the age of 16. "I only had an
eighth grade diploma," she recalls, "but I
took my high school, teacher's training
and college there. I did all this and taught
five rural schools before graduating in
1913."
It was in Room 23 of old Memorial
Hall that she labored over physics, chem-
istry and geometry with the dim help of a
kerosene lamp. Only three other campus
buildings existed — the library, University
Building and a gymnasium.
But it is people that Angella Day
Warnock remembers best. She shares her
:lassmates' admiration of Eastern's first
president, Ruric Nevel Roark, and fondly
recollects his living by the motto, "The
Best Is Hardly Good Enough."
There are other names that still bright-
en her days: Sherman Dale, Clarence
Gifford, Mabel Crowder, Birdie Black-
burn . . . and other classmates who shared
the uncomplicated drama of that time.
From the faculty she noted Wren
tones Grinstead who taught world history
and Latin, E. C. McDougle in English, and
Miss Maude Gibson in "handwork and
art."
She remembers being present at the
unveiling of the Boonesboro monument
on October 7, 1907. "We rode down
there in wagonets drawn by horses," she
says.
She also remembers the $150,000 ap-
propriation the legislature gave Eastern in
1907 . . . and how Dr. Roark "rode the
train daily to Frankfort to use his influ-
ence to get the appropriation ..."
"He died before the money was
spent," she wrote recently, "and Mrs.
Roark served as president for awhile."
They were days that may sound un-
bearable to the modern student, but Mrs.
Warnock has fond memories of them.
"The girls roomed in Memorial Hall on
the second and third floors . . . and two
rooms on the first floor. Dr. Roark's of-
fice and the business office were located
on the first floor.
"Most of the men took their meals in
Angella Day Warnock, '13
our dining room. We were served family
style with six and eight at each table
which was served by a hostess. No one
was seated until the matron returned
thanks.
"We paid $25 for board and room for
10 weeks," she recalls, "but we had to
furnish our own linens and blankets. We
had three girls to each room, and one
bath room on each floor.
"No dancing was allowed in the par-
lors of Memorial Hall or in the gym-
nasium. We played games like charade,
skip-to-my-loo, and Virginia reel.
"And, if a couple went to a show in
town, a chaperon was required."
They were days when open dorms and
cafeteria food were a thing of the future
. . . days that would strike today's stu-
dents as a depressing educational experi-
ence. But, Mrs. Warnock never felt that
way.
"I loved every minute I spent at East-
ern," she wrote a few years ago, "I even
loved the hash and hot biscuits Fox and
Aunt Sally Hocker used to prepare for
breakfast."
When she left Eastern, she entered
education and spent some 30 years, most
of them in Kentucky. She taught in one-
room schools . . . served as a principal in
others. Her career took her from Louis-
ville to Ashland, to Phoenix, Arizona, to
points in between . . . and back to
Kentucky.
Three years ago, Mrs. Warnock was
planning to return to the campus to at-
tend her 60th class reunion and get her
60-year-pin. However, she fell and broke
her hip shortly before the big weekend,
so her pin was sent instead.
"Many thank-s for my 60-year pin,"
she wrote later, "I wore it the whole time
in the hospital."
"Those were the days, my friend," so
the old song goes, and for Mrs. Angella
Day Warnock, they are fond memories.
"Those were happy days," she writes,
"and I often wish to revisit the Dear Old
Campus."
In her own way, Angella Day can visit
any time she wants . . . and when she
does, they still serve her hash and hot bis-
cuits in the parlors of Memorial Hall.
-Ron Wolfe
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Graduation Message Contains
By: Dr. George Nordgulen
Associate Professor of Religion
University Chaplain
The following address was delivered by Dr.
Nordgulen to the graduating seniors before the
August 1975 commencement ceremonies.
Events make a person! Of course, there are
many different degrees of events. Some events
are very trivial, such as the third or fourth time
you combed your hair this morning, whereas
other events are very momentous, such as the
receiving of your degree from this university.
For example, freedom was such an event for
Abraham Lincoln. |oseph Fifer, later governor
of Illinois, heard Lincoln speak in 1856. Fifer
recalls Lincoln's voice at one point concerning
the Negro: " 'In the right to eat the bread his
own hands have earned, he is the equal of |udge
Douglas or of myself or any living man.' Then
Lincoln raised high his long right arm with the
clinched hand on the end of it - high above his
head — and he shook it in the air and brought it
down. And when he did that, it made the hair
on a man's head stand up and the breath stop in
his throat."
The completion of this step in your educa-
tional career should make you pause for a mo-
ment — to stop! - and to consider its signifi-
cance. To continue with Lincoln for a moment;
during his presidential campaigning he made
speaking trips in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wiscon-
sin, Kentucky, Iowa, Kansas. He wanted people
to judge whether he was presidential "timber."
He had said, "Only events make a president"
and I add that great events can make a great
president. But in the same way, only events can
make a person and great events can make a
great person.
Now education is a great event in the life of
a person. Your education here at the university
is not merely for economical pragmaticism or
for vocational preparation — it is that, but it is
more than that. In your education something
has happened to you, some new emotions have
been stirred, some new vision has been given,
some new greatness has been felt.
There have been events in the history of
man when new worlds were discovered. Colum-
bus' discovery of America was such an occur-
rence. Creation widened to man's view. The
Centennial Statue that ^.its outside the Univer-
sity Center depicts man's exploration in space
and attests that man's view has grown even
wider.
The more you know
the easier it is to add
to your knowledge.'
There have been several events in the recent
past that have changed the whole outlook of
man on himself and the world in which he lives.
The wars in the past 50 years have been the
greatest tragedy of man in his history upon the
earth. War has been the occasion for the sud-
denness of change.
The growth of science, the increase of inven-
tion, the development of new industrial organi-
zation, the extension of education, equal op-
portunity for all men have been some of the
results of this era of conflict. Much of this has
been used for the promotion of the conflict
rather than for its resolution. But it has in-
creased our knowledge.
And the more you know the easier it is
add to your knowledge. Some of you will t
managers, some of you will be teachers, sotr
of you will be business men and women, othe
of you will be law enforcing officers and sti
others will be doctors and nurses. But each <
you must be equipped to adapt yourselves I
ever changing circumstances.
To produce this adaptability there is on!
one method and that is education. What educ.
tion attempts to do is to give students alei
minds exercised in careful observation and
valid reasoning. It aims to give them som
knowledge of the world around them and som
feeling for beauty and the creation of beaut'
Then the training in vocations will be ai
companied with a power of adaptation and
love of efficiency. It seems to me that this '
the way to produce a happy people with a higl
capacity for production. It does not require an'
great gift of prophecy to foresee that that n.
tion will have in effect won the war or wai
which most clearly learns the lessons of thos
wars.
Now to come to the heart of what I wish t
leave with you this morning. When King Sok
mon had succeeded his father David, while h
was in worship, God said, "Ask what I shall giv
you." After confirming the steadfast and grea
love of God for King David, Solomon cor
tinues: "And thy servant is in the midst of th
people whom thou has chosen, a great peopi
that cannot be numbered or counted for mult
tude.Give thy servant, therefore, an understanc
ing mind to govern thy people, that I may di;
cern between good and evil."
Solomon, out of his vocational vision ani
prayer, asked for wisdom because for its owi
sake he preferred it to all the treasures of oricn
tal magnificence. We want knowledge bu
Ray Giltner^ '49... The Bicentennial Spirit
Ray Giltner, '49
RAY GILTNER, '49, is demonstrating
the bicentennial spirit in northern Ken-
tucky these days. Displaying more than
his share of Yankee ingenuity and a belief
in the free enterprise system, he pur-
chased three pieces of property covering
about a quarter block in downtown
Covington, and has turned the apparently
bleak business location into a thriving
success.
Operating on the theory that not all
businesses succeed in the suburban shop-
ping centers, Giltner located his own En-
velop House at his Sixth and Scott Streets
location and he's been joined by a furni-
ture shop, a gift wrapping and box sup-
plier, a fried chicken outlet, and a small
job-printing business.
His own personal urban renewal ven-
ture has been accomplished without aid
from the public sector. The Cincinnati
Enquirer reported that "the financing
through a local bank, and developmen
were the product of Giltner's ambition tc
his own business."
City officials are impressed with thij
possibility of a revitalized downtown|
Covington Finance Director Russeli
Crockett now orders all the city's en
velope supplies from Giltner's companyl
And, the combined property and payrol
taxes from the stores have more thar
doubled the city's annual addition to it!
budget since last year.
It's a sterling example of one man's
belief in what can be accomplished and
how he can accomplish it. It's the realityj
of the American dream . . . and it's appro-
priate that such a venture should be thriv-
ing as America celebrates her 200th
birthday.
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knowledge without wisdom is incomplete, that
is, knowledge lacking wisdom can lead to a dan-
gerous use of power (as we have all seen in the
wars of the past 50 years) but power can and
does follow wisdom. To the wise man, life un-
locks its secret beauties and it provides the tem-
perate man with zest and energy.
But how does a person get wisdom? Certain-
ly one must have a large stock of knowledge
and here the university is of great assistance.
And yet the truth is that a people will not get
wisdom except by a love of it. It is here where
one can see that wisdom is more than intellec-
tual acuteness; it includes a deep reverence,
something that Solomon had but lost, and
broad sympathies whether they be personal,
social, political or international.
'Wisdom is
the proper use
of knowledge.'
Though wisdom recognizes the limitations
that bind all human endeavor, it also presses on
toward a more complete understanding. Wis-
dom is the proper use of knowledge; it is the
drawing out and the application of knowledge
to concrete problems, the issues and the prob-
lems that confront man right now.
Let me return to Lincoln for an illustration
of wisdom and though the event is somewhat
humorous, it is also very profound. There were
always dispatches before the president and one
morning there was one from a Northern Gov-
' ernor, we shall call him Governor Blank.
"Those dispatches, said Lincoln, don't mean
anything. The governor is like a boy I saw once
at a launching. When everything was ready they
picked out a boy and sent him under the ship
to knock away the trigger and let her go. At the
critical moment everything depended on the
boy.
He had to do the job well, but he yelled as
if he were being murdered from the time he got
under the keel until he got out. I thought the
I
hide was all scraped off his back; but he wasn't
hurt at all. The master of the yard told me the
boy was always chosen for that job, that he did
his work well, that he had never been hurt, but
that he always squealed in that way. That's just
the way with Governor Blank. Make up your
minds that he is not hurt, and that he is doing
his work right, and pay no attention to his
: squealing. He only wants to make you under-
I
stand how hard his task is and that he is on
, hand performing it."
'Books are important
for the development
of wisdom.'
Wisdom can cut down through the insignifi-
cant to that which is important and it enables
us to complete the tasks that need to be done.
I do not wish to leave the impression that
with the receiving of your degrees all wisdom
has arrived and there is no need to read any
more books or do any more thinking. Books are
Dr. George Nordgulen
important for the development of wisdom. But
the books we read must be removed from the
trivial. The writer of Ecclesiastes claims that of
the making of manv books, there is no end.
'Education
literally means
leading out.'
There are a lot of books on the market to-
day but there are not a lot of significant books.
As is well known, Lincoln's schooling was negli-
gible, the aggregate, he says, did not amount to
one year. But his lack of formal education was
balanced by what Whitehead called "the habit-
ual vision of greatness." Trueblood indicates
that the chief books Lincoln read were; the
Bible, the Plays of Shakespeare, Defoe's Robin-
son Crusoe, Bunyan's Pilgrims Progress, Aesop's
Fables, the Autobiography of Benjamin Frank-
lin and the Life of Washington.
But what he read stuck. Once reflecting on
the Life of Washington he said, "I recollect
thinking then, boy even though I was, that
there must have been something more than
common that most men struggled for." Lincoln
loved the Bible (He had memorized large sec-
tions of it) primarily, I believe, because it deals
largely with events. It is the story of man's
struggles in history and the God who meets him
in those struggles: the Israelites did become lib-
erated from slavery in Egypt (this was a domi-
nate vision of Lincoln's during the Civil War);
They did occupy the promised land; they did
prepare the way for the coming of Christ; the
infant Christian fellowship did survive.
This was the vision that propelled Lincoln in
his darkest hours during the war. But this vision
can also give us a clue to the value of education,
namely, knowledge that issues forth in wisdom
that is able to find vital application in the
events of life.
Learning is a process and education is the
constructive development of that process. The
word 'education' literally means the process of
leading out. The purpose of education is to en-
courage all your faculties and capacities to ex-
pand and unfold themselves. This points to the
fact, as has been known in the west since Plato
first articulated it, that the essential spring of
all your intellectual growth lies within you.
What is essential for your educational develop-
ment you must do yourselves.
Nature, the great teacher of us all, illustrates
to each of us this growth of education. Think
of the world on a brilliant spring morning. All
the educational reform and development of re-
cent years comes from realizing the truth, the
profound truth, conveyed in this scene of joy-
ous growth. Growth is at the heart of education
and joy quickens that growth.
'Education is
the marriage
of thought and action.'
Whatever creates a disinterested curiosity
for knowledge or an appreciation for beauty,
that enlarges the mind and causes it to expand
by its own free inward impulse, that is educa-
tion. At its best, education is the marriage of
thought and action, that action should be con-
trolled by thought and that thought should is-
sue into action. This indicates the same point I
made above, namely, that in the final analysis
you educate yourselves. You must provide your
own enjoyment by interesting yourselves in
things that are worth thinking about and doing.
I do not wish for you to draw the conclu-
sion from the above that I feel life is a bed of
roses. Your working lives will either be a
drudgery or a pleasure according to the way
you take it. Nothing prevents your having long
grey times of struggle and hard work.
You will be called upon to do tasks that are
tiring and disappointing; one cannot go through
life without grit. Yet there is a great satisfaction
in doing things skillfully and in understanding,
as much as possible, all about what you are
doing. This is one of the great values of educa-
tion, namely, it provides you with alternative
ways your knowledge can work for the benefit
of humanity.
Ideals give us direction in life and you won't
get interested in what you are doing unless you
have some ideals before you. Each of us needs
to cultivate within ourselves some hopes for the
betterment of human society; some joy in mak-
ing others happy; some courage in facing ob-
stacles of progress; some optimism about the
realization of the good life.
'Eastern has put
educational tools
into your hands.'
' WINTER, 1976
Without such vision it is doubtful that we
would go far. But ideals not backed by exact
knowledge are mere fluffy emotions that often
lead to disastrous actions. The United States is
a great democracy and the events that we have
gone through during the past several years, yes,
even 5 or 1 year indicates a part of that great-
ness. When I was in India this past year, I was
surprised but thoughtful when I was told by
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Indian professors and other tommunily leaders
that they wished they could have a Watergate
and that the way America dealt with Watergate
only showed how really strong our democracy
is.
But there is in the American spirit deep divi-
sions and consequent anguish. I am not going to
launch into a description of this struggle at this
late point in what I have to say this morning -
this is only the first message of the many you
will hear today and I am sure that some of this
struggle will be talked about by others. Rather,
I wish to lay upon you the challenge of the
author of Romans when he says, "As much as
in me is, 1 am ready . . ."
You have some knowledge of what men and
women have thought, what they have enjoyed,
what they have suffered, what they have
dreamed about and worked for. Eastern has put
some educational tools into your hands. We
have laid a foundation for your learning and
reading. You have read a good many books here
at the university and you've gotten to know
some of the things that there are to know.
You also have learned, I trust, thai good
books are good teachers; you have been urged
to think as you read and try to imagine what it
all means. One must not get a mere craving for
print without thought. Whitehead indicates that
the "use of education is to maintain an active
novelty of fundamental ideas that will illumi-
nate the social system."
'You must be
critical . . . but you
must be constructive.'
It takes knowledge to build a society and it
takes wisdom to maintain it. One of the roles of
education is to "reverse the slow descent of ac-
cepted thought toward inactive commonplace."
This means that education aims at insight.
If you like to phrase it so, education is
mystical since mysticism is direct insight into
depths as yet unspoken. Yet the aim of educa-
tion is to rationalize mysticism, not by explain-
ing it away but by making it useful to man in
his pursuit of civilization. Socrates, described
by his student Plato (a description which every
teacher would be pleased to hear from his stu-
dents!) as the "wisest and justest and best,"
spent his life in urging men to do the good. He
analysed the presuppositions of Athens and ex-
posed their fallacies.
His philosophy was an attitude in the face
of doctrines ignorantly held. He was critical and
yet constructive. You too are prepared to
analyse the presuppositions of our age. You
must be critical but also you must be
constructive.
May your conviction be, to return to the
words of the Apostle Paul, that as much as in
you is, you are ready: you are ready to deal
with the momentous political issues of our
time; you are ready to deal with the perplexing
but very real economical events of our time;
you are ready and eager to cope with the social
challenges of population growth and personal
discrimination as well as the ecological prob-
lems of pollution. As much as in you is, you are
ready to use your education for the welfare and
growth of your fellowman. As much as in you
is, you are ready to confront the events of your
age. May the God of wisdom be your guide in
this great adventure of life!
The Eastern Kentucky University
Alumni Association has made available
for Alumni and the members of their im-
mediate families - two tours for 1976.
The first tour is to Hawaii with departure
date on February 17, from Louisville and
return February 24th. There are 27 alum-
ni already signed up for this Hawaiian de-
luxe tour.
The second scheduled tour will be to
Europe; Munich, Vienna and Budapest,
beginning July 30 and returning August
14. This will be a two-week trip with time
spent in each of these cities. This will pro-
vide an opportunity for you to tour and
visit three of the most important and pic-
turesque centers of Europe at a cost that
can only be offered through this group
tour. Details of this tour will be mailed to
you later. Start planning now.
Alumni Authors
Salute Bicentennial
Three EKU alumni have had books
published recently, and two of the soon
to be released works have special interest
during the Bicentennial Year.
Miss Mabel Kunkel, '24, a retired
Richmond school teacher, has authored
a massive, 400-plus page book entitled
Abraham Lincoln: Unforgettable Ameri-
can. Profusely illustrated, her Bicenten-
nial salute was 15 years in the writing
and provides both an excellent biogra-
phy of Lincoln while also serving as a
reference guide to the thousands of ways
the Civil War president is memorialized.
The book, published by the Delmar
Company, Charlotte, N.C., is being mar-
keted through the Republic Group, P.O.
Box 1518, Lexington, Kentucky 40501.
Dr. H. Edward Richardson, '52, a
former EKU English Chairman, now at
the University of Louisville, has au-
thored Cassius Marcellus Clay: Firebrand
of Freedom, which is being published by
the University Press of Kentucky,
Lexington, as part of its Bicentennial
Bookshelf. The book deals with this
legendary Madison County figure, sepa-
rating fact from fiction in the story of
the noted abolitionist, and ambassador
to Russia.
And, Mrs. Elsie Faulkner, '60, has
authored a children's book Bounce: A
Trail Blazing Dog., published by the
T. S. Denison Company, Minneapolis,
Mn. The first printing of the book is
exhausted, but inquiries about future
availability can be sent to Mrs. Faulkner,
Main Street, Stanford, Ky.
Alumni Report
The classes of 1965 and 1970 had
their ten and five year class reunions dur-
ing Homecoming Day, October 25th. This
spring on Alumni Day, May 9, 1976, the
classes of 1961, 1951, 1936, 1926 and
1916 will hold their 15, 25, 40, 50 and
60 year reunions. Alumni Day is the high-
light of the Alumni year and you alumni
who are members of the reunion classes
should make it a point to return for this
great occasion.
The Alumni Association is turning its
energies to promote more alumni scholar-
ships for prospective EKU students. It is!
expected that a larger number of scholar-j
ships will be awarded for the 1976-771
academic year. Keep the donations com-
ing in so we can continue helping stu-
dents who need that little extra to see
them get an education.
Wanted: Items
For One-Room
Schoolhouse
The University is soliciting contribu-
tions from Alumni and friends of the
institution to furnish a restored one-
room schoolhouse on the southern edge
of the main campus.
It is planned as a museum to record
an important period in the development
of public education in Kentucky.
Items sought include any authentic
furnishings, equipment and educational
materials of the type that would have
been in use in a one-room school during
the period of 1900 to 1915.
Persons with items should contact
John L. Vickers, Director of Placement,
EKU, Richmond, Kentucky. All contrib-
utors will receive a receipt from the
University recording the gift.
Among the items being sought are:
Desks, both single and double; teach-
er's desk and chair, pot-bellied stove
with poker and bucket; slates, coat rack,
black board, old books, including
McGuffey's Readers, Harvey's Grammar,
etc.
Old bookcase, old octagonal clock,
old prints of Washington and Lincoln,
school bells — both hand bells and
cupola bell; pointer, old felt eraser.
Water bucket and dipper, old pictures
and maps (especially old Kentucky maps
including railroad routes), lard bucket;
book sacks and book straps; an old
globe, old United States' flag, and any
other items that would be appropriate in
a restored one-room school.
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Ve invite you to collect these
^ANDPAINTED
VATERCOLOR PRINTS of
lASTERN KENTUCKY
JNIVERSITY
Each a limited edition of 750 heindpadntcd copies
Select a campus scene you remember
. . . beautifully hand-rendered in
vivid watercolors!
In order to offer you a gift that is personal, is of lasting value and is, of
course, a bit nostalgic, we have commissioned a nationally renowned
watercolorist to paint original scenes of our campus. From these originals,
we have reproduced a limited edition of 750 hand-painted watercolor
prints, which we now make available to you — first come, first served —
at special alumni prices.
... in the quality tradition of Currier & Ives!
These reproductions are created through a process similar to that used by
Currier & Ives just before the turn of the Century. From the original, a
lithograph plate is made of the penline, and this is printed on fine water-
color pajDer. Then a team of watercolorists, working under the original
artist's supervision, apply the colors by hand, so that each print you
receive is a unique, vividly colored, hand-rendered work of art. No two
are exactly alike — yet each matches the artist's original in quality.
Order now — order several for fioliday gift-giving!
These watercolors beg favorable comment on any office or home wall —
especially in the beautiful handcrafted wood framing pieces pictured on
the back of this brochure Fellow alumni in business immediately recog-
nize the campus scenes . . . friends praise the handpainted quality. They
make great gifts!!
~
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SPECIAL ALUMNI PRICES
° Unframed, matted, 11" x 14", handpainted $7 95 for
1, $7,00 each for 2; $6.50 each for 3; $6,00 each for 4
or more
"Framed in standard oak wood, 11" x 14", hand-
painted $15 95 for 1, $14 95 each for 2; $13.95 each
for 3; $12 95 each for 4 or more.
end no money — examine the quality of your Gray's
i/atercoJor for 15 days — before buying
imply cut out and mail the card today while this limited
dition lasts We'll ship your watercolors individually matted
nd enclosed in polyethylene envelopes, ready for framing
ou may order each framed, of course, (See above lor
rices) We're sure you will be as delighted with their quality
s we were If not, simply return the paintings and the bill
'ithin 15 days and owe nothing
Please send me (fill in quantity and title of your selection):
copies of_
copies of
.
copies of
.
copies of
Please send matted. ll"x 14", handpainted© $7,95 for 1, $7,00 each for 2; $6,50 each for 3;
$6 00 each for 4 or more I understand I will be billed a maximum 90c fee for postage &
handling no matter how many watercolors I order
Please send these framed in our standard oak wood frames, 11" x 14", handpainted @ $15,95
for 1, $14 95 each for 2; $13 95 each for 3, $12 95 each for 4 or more, I understand I will be
billed a maximum $1 50 fee for postage & handling no matter how many framed watercolors I
order
I understand that I may retum any painting I do not want within 15 days and owe absolutely
nothing I also understand that, should 1 keep my paintings or fumiture. payment will be
due in full within 30 days.
Nam€_ ^Signature-
Address,
City _Slate_ ^ip-
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Richmond, Kentucky 40475 Entered at the
Post Office at
Richmond, Kentucky
as second class
Alu
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*Reunlon CIasses-1916-1926-1936-1951-1961
*Alumni Banquet Honoring 1976 Outstanding Alumnus
"Baccalaureate, Graduation, ROTC Commissioning
*Campus Tours On Saturday
'Spend A Weekend With Friends'
|
For detailed information and reservations write: The Office of Alumni Affairs.
3kM.
